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PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVE
EVELYN PADIN

NJSBA to offer practice management help
PracticeHQ consultations, resource bank
will be free for our members

A

s a small-firm attorney who co-owns a restau-

rant and develops commercial properties, I
know first-hand that it takes very different sets
of skills to be a zealous advocate for a client and
to run a successful business.

Staying up to date on caselaw and working with clients take

one set of talents, while collecting fees, resolving IT problems
that can bring an office to a standstill and figuring out which
office products are the best take an entirely separate set.
The New Jersey State Bar Association knows practice man-

• Checklists comparing office products such as the types
of computers and software programs available;
• Whitepapers on everything from client development to
human resources issues;
• Webinars on the practice of law, succession and disaster
preparedness;
• Articles about technology, documents, accounting skills
and other topics; and
• A resource bank that has information including training
manuals, how to launch a firm, trust account review,

agement can be a particular chal-

and productivity and profitability

lenge for many of our members,

assessments.

especially the vast majority of
them who are in solo and small

Even

more

than

online

firms who don’t have support

resources, this new program will

structures in place to turn to for

provide direct consultations for

any given problem.

members who have specific ques-

As your professional home, we want to help with that.

tions. The consultations will happen in several ways through-

That’s why I am excited to share good news with you on

out the year.

that front. In the coming weeks, the NJSBA is launching Prac-

Practice management experts will be on hand at the Annu-

ticeHQ, a one-stop practice management resource center at

al Meeting and Convention in Atlantic City to have one-on-

njsba.com where all of the assistance and guidance you need

one conversations with members about how they can better

will be available for free.

run their practices.

Members will be soon able to access a wide array of infor-

We will also have an email hotline where members will be

mation, services and get expert help to ensure their practice is

able to message us to schedule 30-minute telephone consulta-

successful and thriving. It means the NJSBA will provide attor-

tions to help address challenges they face in the day-to-day

neys the tools and resources to guide you no matter if you are

operation of their firm.

starting in the profession, looking to change things up, or
winding down your practice.
PracticeHQ will be a dedicated electronic library on the
NJSBA website that members can visit at any time.
NJSBA members will be able to review:

NJSBA.COM

I am especially excited to tell you that all of the services are
available to members only, at no charge.
At the NJSBA, we aim to be a real partner on your professional journey. We think PracticeHQ is another important
step in that direction. 
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ne of the great tragedies we face today, as a society, is the

scourge of drugs and the pain that addiction causes to so
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is the ability to educate ourselves on how to help those with
addictions. This issue is devoted to Drug Court, a great pro-
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gram endorsed by the judiciary and supported by experi-
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You must read the first article by Landon Hacker, an alumnus of Drug Court
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who is soon to finish law school and become an advocate for those with addictions. He tells a personal story that brings to life the pain of addiction and why
he says that he owes his life to the Drug Court program. The second article is by
Daniel Rosenberg, a private practitioner who says his passionate advocacy is
borne from his own personal experience trying to help his brother-in-law cope
with addiction. His message to all attorneys representing criminal defendants is
to explore the underlying cause of the criminal activity. If it is addiction, there
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are options more valuable to that defendant than just negotiating a plea.
The third article, by Rebecca Conviser, is heartwarming. She has helped to

MITCHELL H. COBERT is a solo practitioner in
Morristown with an emphasis on securities
law. He is a past president of the Morris County Bar Association.

NEIL S. DORNBAUM is a partner at Dornbaum
& Peregoy in Millburn, where he handles
immigration and nationality matters, with a
special emphasis on employment-based immigration.
NJSBA.COM
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institute a creative outreach program in

ed in 2001 in Middlesex County. Today

Donna Westhoven, the state-wide

Morris County that brings creative writ-

there are more than 1,000 graduates of

Drug Court coordinator for the Judiciary,

ing and art experiences into the Drug

this jail-based rehab program. Katherine

discusses innovations in New Jersey’s

Court process. When you read the essays

O’Brien, a private practitioner, has writ-

Drug Court programs and how they com-

and poems written by Drug Court par-

ten a detailed, informative article about

pare with similar programs in other

ticipants, you will feel their emotions

the expungement process and the oppor-

states. Charles Johnson has written about

and struggles. We are honored to have

tunity given to Drug Court alumni for a

the formation and growth of the alumni

an article written by Judge Timothy P.

fresh start. Marcy McMann, another pri-

association in Morris County and why it

Lydon, former chair of the New Jersey

vate practitioner, has written an article

is such an integral part of the process.

Drug Court Judges Committee. His arti-

describing the Hope One program and

This issue on Drug Court would not

cle explains the two reasons why, in his

alternative treatment options available

be complete without perspective from a

experience, Drug Court is so successful:

to assist people coping with substance

prosecutor’s office. Morris County Pros-

a focus on treatment and accountability.

abuse and mental illness. The New Jersey

ecutor Fred Knapp and Joseph M. Napu-

He invites everyone to attend a gradua-

Public Defender’s Office has contributed

rano, the county’s supervising assistant

tion ceremony to see how inspirational

an article highlighting the need to

prosecutor, stress that addiction is a dis-

Drug Court can be for so many proud

expand access to medication-assisted

ease and explain the role that prosecu-

graduates.

treatment (MAT). The authors, Kevin

tors play to utilize the Drug Court pro-

Retired Judge Barnett Hoffman has

Walker and Stephen P. Hunter, suggest

gram to benefit not just offenders but

written an article about ASAP, the Adult

fixes to the current system, including the

also society and the criminal justice sys-

Substance Abuse Program which he start-

use of navigators.

tem as a whole. 
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PRACTICE TIPS
ETHICS AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
The attorney-client privilege and legal
malpractice: Are there exceptions?
by Jill Kruger

Under what is known as the attorney-client privilege,
what a client shares with their attorney is forever privileged
information that must be kept private, even after the matter is concluded or if the client dies.
But what is the extent of this privilege, can it be waived,
and are there exceptions?
The test of whether attorney-client privilege applies to a
communication is whether it was for the purpose of obtaining legal advice and was directed to the attorney who is
being consulted for that purpose. When the communication
is from attorney to client, it must be made for the purpose
of giving legal advice or services, all in the course of a professional relationship. If the communication involves both
legal and non-legal matters, it will generally be considered
privileged, as long as it is primarily of a legal nature.

• Failure to object. In the event that privileged information is produced during the pretrial discovery phase of
litigation and a party doesn’t object in a timely manner,
the privilege may be lost.
Attorney disclosure of this information to a third party
could be considered an ethics violation subject to disciplinary action ranging from a slap on the wrist to disbarment,
depending on jurisdiction. However, the attorney-client
privilege is treated differently in a legal malpractice setting,
and the client-defendant privilege is immediately waived if
the client decides to sue their former attorney, putting the
communications at issue. 

WRITER’S CORNER
Judges take notice of gender neutrality
in legal writing
by Nancy A. Del Pizzo
Not too long after I had been referred to as “Mr.” two
times in an email from a judge serving as a discovery
master (he apologized after I brought it to his attention),
I had the opportunity to raise the issue of sexism in language in a courtroom, at a Rule 16 conference in California.
Having prepared, in part, by reading up on the judge—the

Losing the Privilege
Privilege can be lost in a number of ways, such as:
• Informed waiver. This is the most common way to lose
the attorney-client privilege. While the client can decide
to waive or forfeit the privilege, the lawyer cannot.
• Crime-fraud exception. When a court asks an attorney
to break the privilege without the client’s consent,
because of a suspicion of crime or fraud being committed, lawyers are not required to reveal information about
past crimes.
8
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Hon. Andrew J. Guilford, U.S.D.J., Central District of California—I found an article he wrote on writing where he
addressed sexism, showing an incredibly thoughtful
understanding of the power of language.
NJSBA.COM
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He wrote:
Sexist language can hurt both feelings and the flow of thoughts and
it can cause other harm. Seek gender neutrality, which usually is
achieved by structuring sentences to use plural pronouns like “they,”
rather than singular pronouns like “he.” Thus, rather than “A lawyer
should simplify his briefs” try “Lawyers should simplify their briefs.”

During the conference, I had the opportunity to tell
him I had read his article and thank him for taking the
time to address sexism in language. He told the full courtroom a story about how Justice Anton Scalia had not
agreed with him, but that he believed it was important,
and made it a point to regularly talk to his law clerks
about keeping sexism out of legal briefs. It was a moment
in time that I will never forget. Someone of importance
recognized the personal impact of sexist language and
made it a point to address it, not just in an article, but on
a regular basis—to effect change.
It is nice to know there are people in positions of power
who are trying to focus on gender neutrality, at least in the
papers that pass from lawyer to lawyer and lawyers to
judge. 

WHAT I WISH I KNEW
Standing out, while fitting in
A young lawyer’s guide to navigating your career
by James V. Lewis
Through your hard work in law school, you already have a
proven ability to be successful. But, how does success look
as you embark on your new journey as a practicing attorney?
Real success begins with you. Consider this ‘the getting
to know you’ phase of the rewarding relationship you will
have with your career. This is your time to figure out what
you value and how you can add value to this profession.
My first mentor told me to play to win. It’s a mantra I
think of frequently, even now, entering my 10th year of practice. For me, a win is dedicating myself to the practice of law
in an environment where I fit into the team, while also creating opportunities to stand out. So, where can you start?
Know Yourself
Is there a particular area of law you find interesting?
Will you enjoy the twists and turns of active litigation
NJSBA.COM

practice? Does the thought of a deep dive into statutory
interpretation excite or terrify you? It’s time to take a
look in the mirror and conduct the most important interview of your career—a hard-hitting sit-down with yourself. What is it you are hoping to gain from your career?
And, perhaps more importantly, what is it you are willing
to give?
Create a vision of who and what you want to be. Then
develop and redevelop your plan. Once you firmly assess
who you are and recognize all you are capable of, you will
be prepared to evaluate each professional opportunity that
comes your way.

Matchmaker, Make Me a Match
The next step is to set your goals and communicate
them to your trusted network. Research positions where
employees have accomplished similar goals and there are
opportunities for you to become the attorney that you
envision. Use your network and goals as a metric to help
find your ‘perfect match.’
Ask Questions
The practice of law, much like the phrase suggests,
requires a willingness to continuously learn. In fact, the
required courses for attorneys are called continuing legal
education (CLE). Be selective about these courses because
each CLE provides a unique opportunity to expand your
knowledge, skill set, and network. Each can be an invaluable asset to your career development.
Another opportunity to learn is in the informal context
of bar association gatherings. In order to make the most of
these opportunities, you must not shy away from asking
questions that will help you hone the details of your career
game plan. By asking questions, you will arm yourself with
the information to make an educated decision at each step
of your career path.
NEW JERSEY LAWYER | FEBRUARY 2020
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PRACTICE TIPS
Win, Win, Win
Remember that you have already proven you have much
to offer this profession. Every day of your career is an
opportunity to practice, advocate, and learn like a winner. 

TECH TIPS
Need to protect sensitive data?
Get it out of your office!

employ a lot more people to focus on security.” He added
that companies that focus on providing cloud-based services are also able to do so with greater agility and at a
lower cost than most businesses can manage in-house.
Moving sensitive data out of your office not only provides you with greater security and protection, but also
frees you of the responsibility to protect that information.
Think about it—hackers can’t steal something from your
firm if it’s not there to steal in the first place. If you keep
information like client credit card numbers stored on your
computer, you’re responsible for protecting that data, and
you’re liable if something happens to it. But if you trust this
information to a secure partner, the liability goes with it. 

by Amy Mann
When people think of high-profile hacks, their minds
don’t usually drift to the legal world. However, recent security breaches at several large firms have highlighted the
vulnerabilities law firms face.
With the speed at which technology is advancing, most
firms don’t have the time, money, or bandwidth necessary
to keep up, leaving their internal systems out-of-date and
vulnerable to attack. But does this mean all lawyers need to
immediately become cybersecurity experts in order to pro-

tect the valuable information in their office? Not at all.
Protecting sensitive data is actually simple for attorneys,
and in most cases requires nothing more than getting that
information out of their offices and into the hands of a
trusted vendor with security expertise.
According to Jason Anders, CEO of Amazon Web Services (AWS), “What’s happened over the last three to four
years is that most companies have figured out that they
can have a much stronger security posture in AWS and the
cloud than they can on-premises, because we’re able to
10
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PRACTICE PERFECT
Tips for working well as a mediator
by Bruce P. Matez
Over the course of the past 25 years, since I started
mediating divorce and family law matters, I have learned
many ways to be more effective, more efficient, and more
helpful to my clients in a procedural manner. I have found
that, among other things, mediation clients want expediency, efficiency and clarity. Here are five tips for how mediators can work well.
1. Introduce Yourself and the Process
At the first session, spend 15 minutes introducing yourself, your philosophy and style, and the process to participants. Everyone comes in to mediation with different perceptions of what it is and what is going to happen. They are
often fearful, anxious and stressed. I find it extremely helpful to give my clients information about my background
and experience, and to explain to them how I handle mediations, the importance of confidentiality, and how I define
my role, as well as clearly identify expectations. I do this on
a computer monitor using a PowerPoint presentation.
2. Set Ground Rules
Let the participants know what the ground rules are for
mediation; what you expect of them in terms of how they
NJSBA.COM
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minds and in my mind, so we are not relying on our memories and notes down the road. 

WORKING WELL
Keep on swimming
Advice for clearing your head
will participate and what they can expect from you. This is
part of my introduction and PowerPoint presentation. If
attorneys are present and participating in the sessions, it is
a good idea to identify what role they will play.
3. Create a Roadmap for Success with Clients
At the first session, I ask the participants to identify
issues they believe need to be addressed, without getting
into substantial discussions about them, and ask them to
identify assets and liabilities generally. I also ask them to
specify any issues that may require immediate attention.
Then, together, we create a roadmap for how we are going
to address the issues, as well as an estimate of time necessary to do so.
4. Follow-Up Emails
After each mediation session, I like to send the participants a follow-up email reiterating what was discussed,
any homework that was requested, and if any specific
agreements were reached. I have found this to be an
incredibly effective tool to keep participants on task and
assure we are all on the same page. I request that they not
respond to my emails or engage in an email exchange, and
instead hold questions, concerns, and comments until the
next mediation session. I explain to them that mediating
via email is often counter-productive and destructive, and
can lead to wasted time trying to address issues raised via
email rather than handling the tasks at hand.
5. Prepare Working Drafts of the Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU)
Once the participants start making progress and agreeing on issues, I create a working draft of the MOU, which I
continually update and send it to them via email between
sessions. This helps everyone remember more clearly
what was agreed upon. I ask them to review the MOU
before the next session and at the beginning of each session, to determine if there are any errors, ommisions,
and/or changes. This helps keep things fresh in their
NJSBA.COM

by Lynne Strober
My dad, who passed away last year, told me when I
started law school to swim when things got tough. It was
excellent advice. In fact, I follow it even when things are not
tough. I try to either swim laps, use the treadmill or get in
a good-weather walk or ride my bike for a half hour each
day before work. The physical activity helps me start the
workday, and every day, with a clear head. When it comes
to swimming, the added bonus is that you don’t need a
second shower afterward!

With a clear head, I can keep my stress level down, particularly when it comes to things over which I have no control. Approaching professional matters with a clear head
has helped me handle everyday matters and see the big
picture more clearly. In fact, I’ve learned that sometimes it
is best to pass on a client, particularly when that potential
client, no matter how large the potential retainer, makes
you run for the Tylenol at the end of the initial interview. If
the first meeting is that difficult, clearly the relationship is
not destined to be a pleasant experience.
In general, I’ve learned to keep a few basic points in
mind:
• People don’t change.
• Keeping clients and adversaries up to date keeps stress
levels down.
• Enjoy every day; it’s a one-time experience.
• And keep on swimming. 
NEW JERSEY LAWYER | FEBRUARY 2020
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THE SKY IS THE LIMIT
Landon Hacker shares what it’s like to make it through
Drug Court and work his way to law school.
by Landon Hacker

I

want to preface my story by stating that my story is not unique. There
are millions of others just like me, with the same capabilities and
potential. I am not special, and I am not much different from any
other addict. Our stories and circumstances may vary, but our cores
are the same. I was just fortunate to have been given an opportunity
to change my life, and I am fortunate to have many people who sup-

port me and help me throughout my recovery process. I am not who I am,
or, where I am today without the support and help of many. I did not do this
on my own, and I certainly could not have done any of this on my own.
Sadly though, the vast majority of addicts stuck in active addiction, and even
some in recovery, do not and will not receive the proper support and help
they need.
My name is Landon Hacker. I was born on Aug. 10, 1987 in Philadelphia,
and I grew up in Voorhees. My clean date is Dec. 1, 2011, and I graduated
from Burlington County Drug Court on Sept. 11, 2014 (perfectly, with no
sanctions). At one point in my life, I never thought I could get clean, let alone
graduate from Drug Court.
Not in my wildest dreams could I have ever imagined the places life has
taken me. Prior to entering into Drug Court, I spent a significant amount of
my adult life either homeless, in-and-out of jail, or in institutions as a result of

LANDON HACKER is a JD candidate at
Rutgers Law School and a Drug Court
graduate. He intends to dedicate the rest
of his life to helping those that are in the
position he was once in.

my drug addiction. Heroin was my drug of choice, but I used everything and
anything to get high. I had zero respect for authority, zero respect for the law,
and zero respect for myself. I didn’t care what I did or what happened to me.
All I cared about was getting high, and I didn’t allow anyone or anything to
stand in the way of that. Early in my active addiction, I had accepted death as
a near reality; and often times welcomed it. This way, I wouldn’t have to keep
living in the hell I was in. Although I wouldn’t wish my path upon anyone, I

12
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wouldn’t trade my life experiences for the world, because it

behaviors, people, places, and things. I truly thought that

was those years of my life that built the person I am today.

one day everything would just magically be better. There is a
saying in the rooms of Narcotics Anonymous, “if nothing

Family Life
Before talking about Drug Court, I will tell you a little bit

changes, nothing changes.” I never really understood what
that meant until I got clean.

about my family background and childhood. I come from a
family of addicts. My mother is a recovering alcoholic. My
biological father was a drug dealer; and due to his heroin
addiction, he left us when I was about 3 and I haven’t seen or
heard from him since. My twin brother is a recovering addict.
And my grandfather on my mother’s side, may he rest in
peace, was a gambling addict. My mother remarried when I
was about 7, and then divorced again when I was about 20.
When I was about 9, my mom and stepdad had my little sister.
I grew up in a middle-class neighborhood. Most kids’ parents in my neighborhood were white-collar workers, but my
stepdad was a construction worker. He had his own flooring
business. From an early age, I was instilled with the core value
of working hard. Overall, I believe my parents raised us to the
best of their abilities. We were not spoiled by any means, but
we did enjoy the benefits of growing up in a working middleclass family. My parents were not overly strict, but they were
certainly overbearing. Expectations were always high, and
they often made all my decisions for me. I really never had
the opportunity to make decisions for myself and be held
accountable and responsible for the decisions I made. My parents told me what I could and couldn’t do, or how something
was going to be, and that was that. Although I didn’t have a
horrible childhood, I was yearning for the freedom of being
on my own and out of my parents’ everyday control.
After graduating high school, I was told by my parents I
had to go to college, so I went to Salisbury University. Salisbury is a small school near the eastern shore of Maryland. I
chose Salisbury because it was the school I got into that was
the furthest from home. However, I wasn’t ready to go away
to college. I also didn’t value or appreciate the opportunity
for a higher education. When I got to college, I was off to the
races. Equipped with no good decision-making abilities and
the first-time freedom from the shadows and demands of my
parents, my life became one big party. Within a year, I devel-

Since graduating from Drug Court in 2014, Landon Hacker has
been working while attending college, earning a 4.0 GPA while
earning his bachelor’s degree in political science. He is now
studying at Rutgers Law School. Photo credit: Amanda Murphy for NJSBA

oped a full-blown drug addiction; and within a few years, I
was failing out. Due to my drug addiction, I quickly lost

Prior to entering into Drug Court, nothing seemed to work

everything and everyone, and burned every bridge I had. I

for me, not even near-death experiences. I was put on proba-

lost my girlfriend. I lost all my friends. My family wanted

tion, and ended up violating that by picking up new charges. I

nothing to do with me. And I had nowhere to go. I resigned

went to rehab multiple times, and always ended up getting

to a life on the streets.

high shortly after getting out. I went to an Oxford House, and

Albert Einstein once defined insanity as “doing the same

ended up getting kicked out of there for getting high. I went to

thing over and over again and expecting different results.”

a halfway house, and ended up getting kicked out of there too

My life became the epitome of insanity. I always knew I

for violating the rules. Jail certainly was not the answer. Every

wanted a better life, but I was never willing to change my

time I was released, I went right back to doing what I had to do
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to get high. I overdosed a couple times,

high, but at the same time, I didn’t. It

ley Stuart, and my aunts saw that for

and I still used later that day.

was a very un-articulable feeling. I knew

once I was trying to do the right thing;

I once got an abscess the size of a golf

I wanted a better life, but I didn’t know

and they helped me get into an Oxford

ball on my arm from shooting up that

how to stay clean. I also had reserva-

House in Burlington City. For the first

had to be surgically removed, and I still

tions. Drugs were my best friend. Get-

time in a long time, I saw the reward of

used the day I got out of the hospital.

ting high was the answer to everything.

staying clean and doing the right thing.

The doctor told me if I had waited one

I loved getting high so much that I tol-

I felt amazing inside. From there, my life

more day, the infection would have

erated and became comfortable with the

changed forever!

gone into my blood stream; and by

lifestyle that came with it. However, I

I owe my life to the Drug Court pro-

then, it would’ve been too late. The

knew if I went back out on the streets,

gram. Drug Court provided me with an

scary thing is, I didn’t even want med-

life was not guaranteed. I didn’t want to

opportunity to better my life. More

ical attention nor was I planning on get-

die on the streets or in prison, which is

importantly, this program instilled in

ting any. I hated going to the hospital,

where my choices were certainly taking

me the values of accountability, respon-

because I knew I couldn’t get high there

me. I didn’t want to feel the guilt and

sibility, and discipline. Drug Court pro-

and I didn’t want to get dope sick. The

shame anymore. I didn’t want to hurt

vided me with the help and resources I

only reason I received medical attention

my family and friends anymore. I didn’t

needed to address my addiction and

“For the first time in a long time, I saw the reward of staying clean and doing
the right thing. I felt amazing inside. From there, my life changed forever!”
for my abscess was because I got arrest-

want to have to worry about where my

problems. While on Drug Court, as

ed. Rather than taking me to the county

next meal was coming from or where I

required, I obtained a job. As once cer-

jail, the officer took me to the hospital

was going to sleep. I sincerely wanted to

tainly unemployable, I have maintained

to get treated. I owe my life to that offi-

get clean and have a better life, but I just

that same job for over seven years and

cer. Thinking back on it, it’s very scary

didn’t know how.

have risen in the ranks multiple times.

to think that none of these near-death

The best part about being at the bot-

Also while in Drug Court, I decided to

experiences deterred me from using. For

tom is that there is nowhere to go but

go back to school and earn my bachelor’s

years, I just couldn’t get clean.

up. I had nothing to lose by trying, so I

degree. I started out at Burlington Coun-

gave myself a chance. I applied the

ty Community College and transferred to

Entering Drug Court

same attitude and mentality I used on

Rutgers University in Camden. I worked

In 2012, after picking new charges in

the streets to get one more bag and to

full time while going to school full time,

2011, I was given the opportunity to

survive one more day toward my new

too. In 2016, I graduated from Rutgers

participate in the Drug Court program

life. I was starting with about seven

with a degree in political science, with a

in lieu of a lengthy prison sentence. At

months of jail sobriety under my belt,

4.0 GPA, as the top graduating student in

first, I took this program with no plans

and was willing to do whatever it took

my major, and as a member of the

of ever completing it. I knew myself. At

to stay clean and do the right thing, just

National Political Science Honor Society.

the time, I didn’t think I could stay

as I was once willing to do whatever it

I am now in my last year of law school at

clean on the street for very long. I

took to get high.

Rutgers, where I am a member of a small,

expected to violate quickly, take it on

After I got released and was sentenced

selective group of Social Justice Scholars,

the run, and eventually get my alterna-

into Drug Court, I was still homeless

students committed to using law for the

tive prison sentence. I took this pro-

and had nothing. I was living in a

public good. I work full time during the

gram, because I knew that those who

church in Mount Holly. Things didn’t

day, and go to law school at night.

took this program and didn’t have to go

seem like they were any better or were

I am sharing my accomplishments

to an in-patient treatment facility got

going to get much better. However, I

not to brag, but to show you that if you

released to the streets. After doing the

knew that no matter what, I couldn’t

give yourself a chance and put every-

county tour for about seven months, I

use…so I didn’t use. The lawyer who

thing you have into something, there is

just wanted to get out. I wanted to get

helped me get into Drug Court, Kimber-

nothing you can’t achieve. There is
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nothing more powerful in this universe than our ability to

process is developing self-efficacy, because one of the reasons

believe in ourselves. Unlike any jail or institution I had ever

many of us used in the first place was because we felt less-

been in, Drug Court released me a much better person and

than worthless. Employment and education opportunities

much better situated than when I went in. When I went into

are a great way for a recovering addict to develop self-efficacy.

Drug Court, I was homeless, unemployed, and in active addic-

Having a job, no matter how menial, or going to school pro-

tion. When I came out of Drug Court, I had a roof over my

vides responsibility and a sense of purpose. It is this respon-

head, I had a job, I was back in school, and I was in recovery.

sibility and sense of purpose that develops self-efficacy. Being

When I received my college diploma, I went to the spot on

trusted by an employer to handle assigned duties and tasks

my wall where my Drug Court diploma hung, and I looked at

means a lot to someone who is used to being not trusted and

the two side by side. I took my

discarded. Working hard all week

college diploma and placed it

and earning a paycheck means a

below my Drug Court diploma. I

lot to someone who has never

couldn’t hang them side by side,

had a legitimate job. Having the

because to me they don’t hold

opportunity to go to college

equal weight nor have equal

means a lot to someone who

value. I know this may sound

never had such an opportunity.

weird to many, but I consider my

However, given our histories,

Drug Court diploma a greater

records, and circumstances, find-

achievement. Aside from high

ing a job or getting into school is

school, graduating Drug Court

not easy for most participants. I

was the first thing I ever complet-

remember trying to get a job

ed in my life. My Drug Court

while in Drug Court. As an ex-

diploma represents my greatest

con, it was extremely hard. The

accomplishment in my life—sur-

demands of phase one of Drug

viving the horrors of addiction.

Court didn’t help either. I had to

Undoubtedly, Drug Court pro-

attend at least three Alcoholics

vided me with the opportunity

Anonymous or Narcotics Anony-

and paved the way for me to earn

mous meetings a week, multiple

my degree. Graduating college

in-patient sessions a week, week-

would surely not have happened

ly court reporting, and daily ran-

if it were not for Drug Court. And

dom drug testing. Imagine apply-

when I earn a law school degree,

ing for a job and telling an

that too will be placed below my

employer, “I am looking for a
job, but I have no work history

Drug Court diploma.
In the summer of 2017, I was
given the opportunity to intern
with the Camden County Office
of the Public Defender, specifically working with their Drug Court

Landon Hacker displays his diplomas in his room at
his aunt’s house. He hangs his Drug Court diploma
above his college diplomas because it “represents
my greatest accomplishment in my life—surviving
the horrors of addiction.” Photo credit: Amanda Murphy for

over the past several years and no

NJSBA

work a half day on Tuesdays, and

references. I have a criminal
record. Oh, and by the way, I
can’t work Thursdays, I can only
on any given day of the week I

program under the supervision
of attorneys Daniel Peshkin and Nancy Koutcher. This was

may have to come in late or leave early with less than 12

one of the coolest things I have ever done! I went from being

hours notice.”

in Drug Court…to interning for Drug Court! I got to see all the

I remember applying to at least a dozen places with no

behind-the-scenes workings of the program. Any program

success. With no one else to turn to, I reached out to the

that can turn a bona fide dope fiend into a law student is truly

lawyer who got me into Drug Court. I told her my situation,

a miraculous program.

and for whatever reason, she decided to help me out and give
me a job as a mail clerk at her firm. I am forever grateful and

Improving the System

appreciative of the opportunity. It meant a lot to me that

Although Drug Court is a miraculous program, there is

someone wanted to help me out and give me a chance. That

room for improvement. A very important part of the recovery

little job made me feel good inside. It made me feel like I was
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worth something. It gave me responsibil-

what it feels like to have no one care and

know where to go to get the proper help

ity and a sense of purpose. I think partic-

to be just another file on someone’s

and guidance; and we seek to provide

ipants would be better served if Drug

desk. I know what it feels like to be stuck

that necessary help and guidance. It is

Court teamed up with local employers or

in the system. And most importantly, I

very easy to get stuck on the streets or

temp agencies for job placements and

know what it takes to get out. I want to

in a shelter, especially for someone

local colleges or vocational/tech schools

give back to others what was once so

dealing with a drug addiction or mental

for educational opportunities. Getting

freely given to me—some hope and an

health issue. After law school, I intend

participants employed and/or back in

opportunity to change for the better.

to dedicate more time to my non-profit

school will go a long way in their recov-

In 2017, I formed a non-profit organ-

ery, and it will better society as a whole.

ization, Oncidium, dedicated to provid-

It will also reduce the resources proba-

ing the homeless with pro bono legal

Addicts are the most ingenious group

tion will have to spend on sending offi-

services, employment opportunities,

of people out there. Set aside surviving

cers out to check up on participants,

and permanent housing. We also help

the environments of homeless shelters,

because employers and schools can pro-

with obtaining identification and gov-

the streets, or jail. We can wake up with

so we can expand our footprint and
help more people.

not a single cent in our pockets yet
somehow we eat, drink, smoke a pack of

“Determination, persevering, hustling, and working
hard are in our blood. When we use just a fraction
of the energy and effort we used to get high or to
survive toward something good (like a job or
school), we really can achieve anything.”

cigarettes or more, and do hundreds of
dollars’ worth of drugs throughout the
day, each and every day. We can turn 10
cents into a dollar, and a dollar into 10
to get a bag. Determination, persevering, hustling, and working hard are in
our blood. When we use just a fraction
of the energy and effort we used to get
high or to survive toward something

vide a liaison to probation so probation

ernment assistance. Set aside legal,

good (like a job or school), we really can

will always know who is and is not

employment, and housing issues for a

achieve anything. With just a little bit of

showing up.

moment. When you have no help and

hope and a chance, we can show just
how far we can go.

I intend to dedicate the rest of my life

no resources, and do not understand

to helping others that are in the posi-

the system, the process of obtaining

To the addict, both in active addic-

tion I was once in. I truly believe that we

identification or government assistance

tion or in recovery, or to anyone strug-

are not bad people, but rather good peo-

can seem overwhelming and impossi-

gling with anything: I truly believe that

ple who made bad decisions; and those

ble. I remember the last time I got out

everything in life happens for a reason.

bad decisions should not determine our

of jail, I literally had nothing. Not even

Through adversity, we truly find out

entire future. My goal is to become a

the clothes I went in with. After being

what we are made of. I learned that

criminal defense attorney, specifically a

bounced around from county to coun-

anything in life is possible, so long as

Drug Court public defender. There are a

ty, my belongings managed to get mis-

you want it badly enough. Where there

lot of improvements that can be made

placed. I can recall the extremely frus-

is a will, there is a way. Never forget

to our criminal justice system, and it

trating process of just trying to obtain a

that anything in life worth having is

starts with attorneys who genuinely

state ID so I could apply for a job—

worth fighting for. Never let anyone

care. A client ought to never be treated

because you need an ID to get a job. I

tell you can’t do something because of

as a file, but rather as the person they

couldn’t get an ID without my birth cer-

your past or who you are. Never give up

are—someone with unlimited potential.

tificate, and I couldn’t get my birth cer-

on yourself. Never stop striving for suc-

I want to help those struggling with a

tificate without some kind of ID, not to

cess. So long as you believe in yourself

drug addiction get the proper help they

mention having to rely on public trans-

and always do the right thing, the sky

need—the same help that saved my life.

portation to get to all these different

is the limit. 

I know what it feels like to be trapped in

places. Fortunately, I had someone to

active addiction. I know what it feels

help me. At Oncidium, we recognize

like to be homeless. I know what it feels

and understand that most people in

like to be hopeless and helpless. I know

such a situation do not have access or
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Legal advice
not enough for
defendants battling
addiction

Knowledge of treatment
options helps attorneys serve
clients and their families
by Daniel M. Rosenberg

T

he rise in opioid addiction in New Jersey and across the country has
changed the way defendants are being prosecuted and defended in
New Jersey. Drug addiction was previously seen as a choice. Defendants suffering from addiction were viewed as failing to “just say no”
to drugs. Addiction is now recognized as a disease by the American
Psychiatric Association. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of

Mental Disorders, 5th Addition (DSM V) now includes substance use disorders as a
disease. The criminal justice system has also changed the way defendants suffering
from addiction are treated.
Once someone is charged with a crime or offense, they are thrust into the crim-

inal justice system as a defendant. If that defendant is suffering from active addicDANIEL M. ROSENBERG is a criminal
defense attorney based in Burlington
County and a staunch advocate for opioid
abuse awareness and recovery.

tion, criminal charges are often not the most damaging event in their life. Rather,
it is their struggle with addiction. There are countless defendants in New Jersey
who are facing criminal charges as a result of conduct directly related to their
addiction. The rise in opioid abuse over the last decade has made the number of
defendants struggling from addiction rise at an alarming rate. The result is a need
for the New Jersey criminal justice system to adapt to the country’s changing addiction landscape.
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New Jersey courts as well as law

tion, he became addicted to heroin. He

difficult to get AJ to admit that he had

enforcement and municipalities are

eventually violated his probation and

an issue. Then the question became,

evolving to provide treatment options

was sentenced to 30 days in county jail.

how should his addiction be treated?

for addicts in need. There are a number

Upon his release, he continued to use

Should he be sent to treatment? What

of treatment programs and options

drugs and test positive for opioids.

treatment should we send him to?

available to assist defendants with drug

While his probation officer did not

Should he be cut off financially? What

treatment as well as assistance with their

immediately violate his probation for

should be done when he got caught

pending criminal charges. When repre-

testing positive for drugs, after nearly

stealing from his own family? Does he

senting a criminal client suffering from

four months he was charged with a vio-

get kicked out on the street? These are

active addiction, defense attorneys

lation of probation. This time he was

all struggles that family members and

today must be aware of their county’s

sentenced to 60 days in the county jail.

friends have when trying to help indi-

law enforcement treatment programs as

viduals suffering from addiction.

well as options provided by the courts.

When a defendant is facing drug-

As a former assistant county prosecu-

During his time in jail, AJ went through

related charges and they are suffering

tor, I represented the state in the prose-

withdrawal and was drug free. He was

from addiction, often times the criminal

cution of criminal drug charges. As a pri-

released after not having used heroin for

charges they are facing are the least of

vate practitioner, I defend those accused

60 days. Upon his release he candidly

their problems. I regularly tell clients

of criminal allegations. A significant

admitted that he had used heroin the

and their families that my office can

portion of my clients suffer from some

morning he turned himself in. He was

handle their criminal charges, but the

form of drug or alcohol addiction. Part

happy to be released and looking for-

real problem is the addiction. I tell

of representing criminal defendants suf-

ward to a life of sobriety. AJ was released

clients, “we can handle your criminal

fering from addiction requires defense

on a Tuesday. He went to dinner with

charges, but handling that without

attorneys to have a strong understand-

his family that evening. On Wednesday,

addressing your addiction is like putting

ing of addiction and recovery. Under-

he got a haircut and applied for jobs. On

a Band-Aid on a broken arm. It will not

standing addiction and addictive behav-

Wednesday evening, he spoke at a Nar-

cure what ails you.” Addressing the ele-

iors allows me to better assist my clients.

cotics Anonymous meeting. What no

phant in the room is critical.

Knowledge, empathy and blunt com-

one knew is that after he spoke at that

Unfortunately, when someone is suf-

munications are a regular part of crimi-

meeting, he went out and purchased

fering from addiction, more often than

nal defense when representing individu-

heroin. He returned home and died later

not their family has no idea how to han-

als suffering from addiction.

that night of a heroin overdose in his

dle the issue. Frequently, the family has

bedroom. AJ was 21 years old.

never dealt with an addiction problem

AJ Butz

before and has no idea what to do. The

My knowledge and passion for assist-

person they are dealing with is suffering

ing addicts in need is borne from my

In his memory, our family started the

from addiction and they are manipulat-

own experience. In 2012, my brother-in-

AJ Butz Foundation, a non-profit organ-

ing the family. The family is enabling

law, AJ Butz, was arrested for driving

ization that helps addicts in need. The

them and/or not addressing the root of

under the influence of narcotics in

AJ Butz Foundation helps provide

the problem, i.e., the addiction. By the

Pennsylvania. He was afforded the

resources for those seeking treatment.

time they realize that drugs are the real

opportunity to enter the Accelerated

This can be financial, but often times it

problem, it can be too late. Having per-

Rehabilitative Disposition (ARD) pro-

is providing information and guidance

sonally experienced this, I know how

gram, which is a special pre-trial inter-

on how to get treatment.

important it is to empathize and help

vention

program

in

educate the family.

Pennsylvania.

The loss of AJ opened my eyes to

While he was not required to spend any

how individuals suffering from addic-

In defending clients with addictions,

time in jail, he was also not required to

tion and their families struggle to help

I now view my firm’s representation as

enter any form of drug rehabilitation.

those in need. AJ was struggling to hide

including a drug treatment component.

His addiction went unaddressed and

his addiction. His family desperately

In dealing with clients, I have come to

unchecked.

tried to help him but struggled with

see various stages of addiction and

At the time of his arrest, he was suf-

how to do so. The first struggle was

denial. I have witnessed friends and

fering from an ongoing addiction to

determining whether he had a problem.

family who try to help and support

oxycodone. During his time on proba-

Once it was determined he did, it was

addicts in need. More often than not,
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those trying to help have no idea what

As part of his representation, I

siders that one of the lowest points of his

to do. They do not know the signs and

advised him that his criminal charges

life. Though he does not remember us

symptoms of addiction. When they do

were merely a symptom of his addic-

talking about his warrants or his charges,

recognize that the person has a drug

tion. If he continued to use, he would

he does remember how we talked about

problem, they do not know what the

continue to violate the law and spend

how his addiction got him there and how

right treatment is or how to get it to

time in jail. I also explained to his fami-

he needed to get sober if he was ever

them. As a criminal defense attorney

ly the signs and symptoms of addiction.

going to avoid a life of jail and crime.

who sees this every day, I feel it is my

Once his family learned more about opi-

While D.D. had all of his charges dis-

responsibility to help educate my clients

oid addiction, they started to put the

missed, the real benefit D.D. received

and their support groups.

last several years into perspective. D.D.’s

was recognizing his addiction and get-

conduct and behavior now made sense

ting treatment. Had he not sought treat-

and they were eager to help him address

ment, it was only a matter of time before

his addiction.

he would land back in the Camden

D.D.
By way of example, I represented,
D.D. in 2014 for theft and drug charges.

Once D.D.’s family understood that

County jail. He struggled with addiction

D.D. was a college athlete and starting

he had an addiction that needed to be

from 2008 to 2014, and it was not until

pitcher at a Division I university. In

addressed, the next question was what

he was sent to jail that he got help.

2008, while attending a sporting event

to do. As a criminal defense attorney, I

As criminal defense attorneys, we

unrelated to school, D.D. suffered a

was aware of a number of drug treat-

are in a unique position to help indi-

head injury that nearly cost him his life.

ment resources. I provided D.D. with the

viduals suffering from addiction. We

Through treatment and therapy, he sur-

names of specific drug treatment facili-

are meeting defendants in times of cri-

vived without any permanent injury.

ties in his town. I also introduced him to

sis and are in positions of trust. Clients

Unfortunately, the recovery process

addicts in long-term recovery who have

are trusting that we know criminal pro-

took over a year and was a very painful

struggled with addiction and are now

cedure and the law. They are trusting

rehabilitation. He could no longer play

sober. These resources allowed D.D. to

we will act in their best interests in

baseball and was prescribed opioids for

get into in-patient drug treatment and

defending them. Knowing that addic-

pain medication. He eventually became

eventually out-patient therapy. His fam-

tion can be a root cause of criminal

addicted and did not graduate. He went

ily was supportive and able to keep D.D.

behavior I feel we as criminal defense

from job to job, including working at a

accountable, as they were now aware of

attorneys have an obligation to recog-

pharmacy. He was eventually fired for

his addiction and the signs of it.

nize addiction and be educated on

stealing and charged criminally. He

D.D. eventually entered the pretrial

never appeared in court, and warrants

intervention (PTI) program and success-

for his arrest were issued.

fully completed the program. We also

what treatments are available.

Treatment Options

I met D.D. while he was in the Cam-

addressed the numerous license suspen-

Part of representing a client suffering

den County jail. He was in an orange

sions he had in various municipal

from addiction in today’s criminal jus-

jumpsuit and was terrified of the

courts. After his completion of PTI, all of

tice system requires a real understanding

unknown potential consequences of his

his criminal charges were dismissed.

of what options are out there. It also

conduct. He was tired of using drugs and

In 2019, I was walking down the

requires attorneys to understand what

wanted to get sober. He kept his addic-

street in Philadelphia when I heard,

works and what does not. Someone suf-

tion and his criminal charges a secret

“Dan!” I turned around and saw a per-

fering from an opioid addiction requires

from friends and family. He was embar-

son who was walking his dog with his

more than a five-day detox program.

rassed and ashamed. After he was

girlfriend while wearing a Broad Street

Friends and family helping someone for

released, his family was interested in

Run T-shirt.

the first time may be satisfied with

helping with his criminal charges. That

“Dan, how are you doing?!?” It was

someone participating in a detox pro-

said, his family did not have any idea

D.D. He was sober. He told me that he is

gram, but detox is simply the first step

about his drug problem and had no clue

living and working in Philadelphia with

in starting drug treatment. It is far from

how to address his issues. His loved ones

his girlfriend. We caught up for a few

the end of the process. Knowing the

did not know how his addiction was

minutes and he shared that he often

many types of treatment helps defense

controlling his life or how he was con-

reflects back to the moment we met

attorneys put their clients in the best

stantly struggling to simply avoid with-

while he was wearing that orange jump-

position to get clean and maintain their

drawing from opioids.

suit in the Camden County jail. He con-

sobriety long term.
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Options available to criminal defen-

Riverside and veteran of the Riverside

dants are dependent on the client.

Police Department, Lt. Lou Fisher wit-

Health insurance options as well as

nessed how the opioid epidemic was

physical location can affect what treat-

impacting his town. Fisher began an ini-

ment is available. As a criminal defense

tiative to help addicts in need in River-

attorney representing clients with addic-

side. That initiative eventually became

tions, we must be familiar with the vari-

the NJTIP program.

ous options that are available throughout New Jersey.

Fisher started learning and focusing
on individuals with criminal behavior

With regard to defendants in Superi-

indicative of addiction. Burglaries and

or Court cases, the options are some-

theft are two crimes that are frequently

what uniform. Every county has the

linked to drug addiction. Fisher discov-

option of allowing a defendant to apply

ered that treatment lengths of at least 12

for the Drug Court program. Drug

months were proving to be the most

Court is a program focused on intensive

effective form of treatment for opioid

supervision with an emphasis on recov-

abuse. Armed with this knowledge, Fish-

ery and sobriety. The program offers

er began tracking the names of individ-

treatment at every level, including long-

uals selling goods at local pawn shops. If

term in-patient, short-term in-patient

those individuals had open charges in

intensive out-patient programs. Drug

Riverside, he would contact the defen-

Court also has the ability to place defen-

dant and ask if they needed help. If they

dants in halfway and sober living hous-

were struggling with addiction, Fisher

es. If accepted into the program, which

would offer them help in the form of

is an alternative to incarceration, Drug

treatment and assistance with pending

Court consists of a term of five years of

criminal charges.

special probation. If a defendant gradu-

NJTIP was designed to assist the

ates from the program, they are poten-

addict with his/her addiction and avoid

tially eligible for an expungement of

or lessen criminal charge(s). The person

their criminal record.

What is Drug Court?
Drug Court is a program
focused on intensive
supervision with an emphasis
on recovery and sobriety. The
program offers treatment at
every level, including longterm in-patient, short-term inpatient intensive out-patient
programs. Drug Court also has
the ability to place defendants
in halfway and sober living
houses. If accepted into the
program, which is an
alternative to incarceration,
Drug Court consists of a term
of five years of special
probation. If a defendant
graduates from the program,
they are potentially eligible for
an expungement of their
criminal record.

would enter a contract with NJTIP,

to seek the maximum county jail sen-

For a prison-bound defendant who is

which required drug addiction treat-

tence for each pending charge.

not eligible for Drug Court, there are

ment. The participant would sign a con-

The NJTIP program is fundamentally

multiple options as well. The Intensive

tract in which they promised to be eval-

similar to the Drug Court program in

Supervision Program (ISP), which is a

uated,

Superior

program supervised by the state Parole

maintain sobriety for not less than 18

required to participate in mandatory

Department, is an intensive form of

months. In exchange, Fisher would con-

long-term drug treatment in exchange

parole which has available similar levels

tact the prosecutor and the court han-

for a more favorable disposition of their

of treatment as Drug Court.

complete

treatment,

and

Court.

The

defendant

is

dling the person’s pending municipal

case. If the defendant does not complete

For non-Superior Court matters heard

court charge(s). Fisher would request

the program, the consequence is the

in the local Municipal Courts, the

that the charges be placed on an admin-

imposition of a harsh alternative custo-

options are varied and depend on the

istrative hold for 18 months while the

dial sentence. Prior to NJTIP, Municipal

county. There is no formal drug court

defendant completed the NJTIP treat-

Court criminal defendants in Burlington

program at the municipal level. Having

ment requirement. Once treatment was

County

said that, municipalities and local courts

completed, Fisher would come to court

approved treatment options.

are adopting programs and protocols to

with the defendant to request that the

When the NJTIP program started in

allow for individuals in need of addic-

charges be dismissed or, at a minimum,

2013, Municipal Court judges and pros-

tion treatment to get help.

that the defendant receive leniency due

ecutors were resistant to the program.

had

no

court-related

or

In 2013, in Burlington County, the

to their sobriety and participation in

The program was new and not formally

Riverside Police Department began the

NJTIP. If the person did not complete

adopted by any court or county. Never-

New Jersey Treatment Incentive Pro-

treatment and their 18 month commit-

theless, the Burlington County Munici-

gram (NJTIP). As a lifetime resident of

ment, Fisher would ask the prosecutor

pal Court judges and prosecutors saw
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value in the mission of NJTIP and

in the courts and also has its own team

nalia when they seek treatment without

defendants were allowed to participate

of recovery coaches. The success of NJTIP

fear of being arrested or charged. There is

in the NJTIP program. That program is

should cause municipalities throughout

no requirement that the individual com-

now accepted by all Municipal Court

New Jersey to begin implementing simi-

plete treatment, and there is no promise

judges and prosecutors throughout

lar programs to help addicts.

of assistance with any pending criminal

Burlington County.

In Burlington County, County Prose-

charge(s). Having said that, the program

Since the program started in 2013,

cutor Scott Coffina is a staunch advocate

provides a positive link between law

drug-related crime in Riverside has

of treatment and recovery, which has

enforcement and drug treatment.

dropped dramatically. Riverside has a

been instrumental in providing treat-

Straight to Treatment is currently

population of approximately 7,800 peo-

ment options to individuals and defen-

active in Evesham Township, Pemberton

ple. In 2012, there were 46 residential

dants suffering from addiction. In March

Township and Burlington City. Since its

burglaries. That dropped to three and

2018, Coffina initiated the Straight to

inception, the program has helped over

eight in 2017 and 2018, respectively.

Treatment program, which is another

225 individuals get into treatment. The

Vehicular burglaries have also dropped

treatment resource. Straight to Treat-

program has been tremendously well-

significantly.

ment assists anyone who comes to a

received and is continuing to grow and

Prior to the start of the NJTIP pro-

local police department with active

expand to various towns throughout

gram, Riverside had one of the highest

addiction and wants help. Even if the

Burlington County.
Operation Helping Hand is another
treatment option available in Burling-

IMPACT OF NJTIP ON CRIME IN RIVERSIDE

ton County. This is a law enforcement-

Since the program started in 2013, drug-related crime in Riverside (population:
approximately 7,800) has dropped dramatically.

initiated addiction outreach program,
the structure of which varies from county to county. In 2019, the Burlington

Year

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

County Prosecutor’s Office initiated
Operation Helping Hand by sending

Number of
Residential
Burglaries
Number of
Vehicle
Burglaries

46

27

13

8

5

3

8

3

recovery coaches to meet with individuals who had just suffered an overdose
and were administered Narcan. Those

40

31

11

30

6

12

9

0

coaches went out to either the scene of
the overdose or to the hospital.
The Helping Hand program was ini-

Prior to the start of the NJTIP program, Riverside had one of the highest crime
index totals in Burlington County. It now has the second lowest crime index
totals in the county.

tially only funded in Burlington County
for a period of two months. During that
time, 80 percent of the individuals who
were approached ended up maintaining

Year

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Crime Rate
Index

178

133

145

77

38

22

25

a connection and communication with
the recovery coach and a third of those
individuals ended up in treatment.
The Burlington County Prosecutor’s
Office is initiating Operation Helping

crime index totals1 in Burlington Coun-

person does not have any active charges,

Hand again in 2020. In addition to

ty. In addition to its crime index total

Straight to Treatment will help the indi-

recovery coach outreach, the program

dropping significantly, Riverside now

vidual find treatment. If the person has

also includes the prosecutor’s office

has the second lowest crime index totals

active warrants, law enforcement will

coordinating seminars with the Ammon

in the county.

help them clear up those warrants so the

Foundation to teach life skills to individ-

NJTIP has now expanded throughout

person may go to treatment. The inten-

uals transitioning back to sober life after

all courts in Burlington County and has

tion is to provide a place for individuals

suffering from years of addiction.

been initiated in Mercer County Munici-

to seek help and go straight to treatment.

In addition to initiating and support-

pal Courts. NJTIP now has a full staff of

Straight to Treatment allows individu-

ing programs to assist addicts in need,

court liaisons to advocate for individuals

als to turn in their drugs and parapher-

Coffina has also helped to raise aware-

22
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ness and empathy throughout Burling-

For a defendant who is incarcerated in

ton County. The result is a prosecutor’s

the Camden County jail, there are a mul-

appropriate,

office that is more mindful and aware of

titude of options. These options are not

administered within the jail and referrals

the dynamic between addiction and

limited to the status of the defendant’s

for continuing these medications are

crime. It has also resulted in law enforce-

case, as these services can be utilized at

made in anticipation of the defendant’s

ment throughout the county being

both the pre- and post-sentencing stages.

release back into the community.

more sympathetic and approachable to

These services are available to those

The Burlington County jail has also

those in need. A great example of this is

defendants incarcerated for Municipal

become much more active in providing

the Burlington County Sheriff’s Office’s

and Superior Court cases as well. Within

drug treatment to its inmates. It now

Hope One Burlington County pro-

the walls of the Camden County jail, the

also offers the monthly vivitrol shot.

gram. This program involves a motor

Second Chance Program is available to

These are options that were not avail-

home unit that brings addiction and

those incarcerated. The full program has

able as recently as 2018. The New Jersey

recovery services, along with resources,

a duration of approximately 270 days,

Reentry Corporation has been providing

to those struggling with drug addiction.

but does not require a defendant to

MAT treatments in jails in northern New

The motor home includes representa-

remain in the program for that period of

Jersey for several years. Knowing what

tives from the Burlington County

time. If a defendant has a shorter period

treatment options are available in a spe-

Health Department, Virtua, members of

of incarceration, the defendant can par-

cific county is critical and requires attor-

the Sheriff’s Department and a peer-to-

ticipate in the program for as long as

neys to continually educate themselves

peer adviser. Hope One travels through-

they remain incarcerated. The Second

on local treatment developments.

out Burlington County every Tuesday to

Chance program is the equivalent of an

assist the community.

intensive outpatient program. Partici-

tion suboxone and methadone). When
these

medications

are

Conclusion

In addition to law enforcement relat-

pants are moved/ housed in one area of

Criminal defense attorneys need to be

ed resources, defendants suffering from

the jail and treatment sessions are con-

able to identify the signs of addiction and

addiction also have traditional treat-

ducted on a daily basis. Progress reports

provide knowledge and education. We

ment options that are not directly asso-

and updates are generated with regulari-

also must be able to identify treatment

ciated with courts or law enforcement.

ty and can be submitted to the court

options and assist our clients in seeking

Private drug treatment facilities and hos-

upon request.

treatment. One of the most powerful

pitals provide dual diagnosis treatment

Prior to the defendant’s release from

things I can say to clients suffering from

options. In Burlington County, the

jail, the Second Chance Program works

addiction is: “If you want treatment, all I

Pinelands Recovery Center of Medford is

on a discharge plan for the defendant,

need to do is pick up the phone and it’s

a tremendous option for addicts in

including a 72-hour plan, which is a

waiting on the other end.” Helping your

need. Mike Darling is a treatment coor-

guide for the defendant’s first few days

client find drug treatment is quickly

dinator at Pinelands Recovery Center

after release, including a referral for fur-

becoming a critical and necessary part of

and is available 24 hours a day. Darling

ther treatment.

diligent criminal defense. 

makes his availability known and is able

Independent of the Second Chance

to take calls from addicts in need at any

Program, the Camden County jail has

time at 609-284-5533.

begun a medically assisted treatment

Endnotes

(MAT)

1.

Kolmac, another excellent resource,

program.

Any

incarcerated

As defined in the New Jersey State

also provides options for addicts in

defendant, regardless of the length of

Police Uniform Crime Report, the

need. The Yardley, Pennsylvania, center

incarceration, can sign up for considera-

Crime Index is the total of the

was founded by Andrew Vitullo under

tion in this program. Once a defendant

seven major offenses used to meas-

the name BioCare Recovery to help

signs up, there is an informational class

ure the extent, fluctuation and dis-

patients struggling with substance use

conducted in which the defendant is

tribution of crime in a geographical

disorders by providing evidence-based

informed of the various medications and

area. The following crimes make up

treatment. The center has assisted

options which are available. If the defen-

that index: murder, rape, robbery,

numerous clients of mine, and it helps

dant, after taking the class, wishes to par-

aggravated assault, burglary, larce-

New Jersey residents throughout Mercer,

ticipate, they move onto the next phase,

ny, theft, and motor vehicle theft.

Burlington, Camden, Hunterdon and

which is to be medically cleared for the

These offenses are referred to as

Monmouth counties. The recovery cen-

medication. The Camden County jail

index offenses.

ter can be contacted at 267-392-5200.

offers a monthly vivitrol shot (prescrip-
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ARTISTIC
ADDENDUM
Creative Positive Expression Program gives Drug Court
participants tools, outlets to aid recovery
by Rebecca Conviser, DLitt

T

he Creative Positive Expression Program brings creative writing and
art experiences into the Drug Court process. It is a volunteer-based
program functioning in the New Jersey’s Vicinage 10 Drug Court.
The goal of the program is to give Drug Courts, treatment providers,

Morris County Drug Court.

REBECCA CONVISER is a Drug Court volunteer who created and founded the Positive Creative Expression Program, including, The Jail Cell, a community
presentation to help prevent substance use
disorder, and the magazine, In Our
Shoes, published three times a year, with
the writings and art work of Drug Court
participants.

NJSBA.COM
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interns and volunteers, additional tools to help Drug Court participants overcome the disease of substance use disorder. We’ve created

a textbook for volunteer and intern training purposes with over 200 assignments. A
formal training course for volunteers is given at County College of Morris, where all
proceeds from the sale of the textbook are donated to the Alumni Association of the
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The program has three components:

Court and distributed to Drug Court par-

ings. A floor mat has been crafted to

(1) Creative writing and art assignments,

ticipants, their families, and others in

resemble the full-scale floor plan of a

(2) the literary and art magazine, In Our

the community during the spring and

generic, 8x10, two to three-person jail

Shoes, and (3) The Jail Cell, a substance

fall Drug Court graduations and the win-

cell. It is used as a prop during the pres-

use disease prevention presentation.

ter holiday season. County College of

entation. The speakers provide a firm

First, Creative Positive Expression

Morris and Sussex Technical High School

understanding of how the disease of

assignments, distributed to Drug Court

print the magazine at no cost to the

substance use disorder starts, the terrible

participants, focus on the positive aspects

Drug Court program. To date, there have

consequences of this disease, how to

of recovery. The assignments consist of

been 15 editions of the full-size maga-

seek help if there is a problem, and how

original writing and artwork. Participants

zine and four editions of the half-size

to avoid ever becoming a substance user.

also receive guidance on how to speak

holiday version. All creative writing and

Participants from the audience are asked

publicly about sobriety and recovery with

artwork are published only with the writ-

to stand in the jail cell to bring to life

loved ones, during job interviews, within

ten consent of Drug Court participants.

the reality of being incarcerated.

the community, and at Jail Cell presenta-

Third, The Jail Cell, is a substance use

To date, the jail cell program has been

tions to schools, courthouse visitors, and

disorder prevention presentation. Drug

presented to over 10,000 students at 12

civic organizations.

Court participants in the upper phases

schools.

Second, the literary and art magazine,

and Drug Court graduates make sub-

Following are examples of writing

In Our Shoes, showcases the writing and

stance use disorder prevention speeches

and art assignments completed by Drug

artwork of Drug Court participants. The

to school groups that visit the court-

Court participants, as published in edi-

magazine is published by the Alumni

house, at local schools, community

tions of the Drug Court magazine, In

Association of the Morris County Drug

organizations and other public gather-

Our Shoes.

Dear Drug Court Team,

Dear Attorney,

I will start by saying that I wasn’t always a supporter of

I am writing to you to thank you for getting me into the

Drug Court. I listened to what others said about it and it was

Drug Court program and for giving me a second chance at

usually not positive things. Well as most things in my life

early adult hood. Furthermore, I apologize for my lackadaisi-

go, I had to have my own experience to realize that all the

cal efforts at staying clean during such a crucial point in my

gossip and negative chatter was only because the individuals

life. Looking back, I can only learn from my mistakes and

involved were not as ready and willing as I was.

use that knowledge to improve my future. And do the right

So, my participation thus far las been to the utmost of my

thing on a daily basis. You helped me get that second chance

ability because I gave this program what I give my recovery

that I desperately needed. Without any drugs in my system,

and that is everything that I have.

I feel one hundred percent better and I know it will only get

I do not wish to short change myself today because I real-

better as time passes.

ize I deserve and am worth so much more. But I never could

Sincerely, Anonymous

have gotten there if it hadn’t been for Drug Court. The kind
of hopeless addict I was, I had to be contrived into stopping.
For me that was by way of the County Jail and it was the best

Job and Volunteer Interviews and Drug Court

thing that ever happened to me. On my sentence date, the

by Anonymous

judge said, “One day you will thank me for this, young

Prior to my sentencing to drug court, I never told any

lady.”‘ never thought, after a year and a half of sobriety, and

employers or volunteer persons of my disease and addiction.

being promoted to manager at my job, I would be doing just

I was ashamed and thought that it would never land me the

that.

position. This action of lying or not being honest stayed with

I thank God for intervening in my life when I did not

me whether I landed the job or not, and settled in my heart.

have the ability myself. Most of all, the Drug Court team,

I continued to criticize myself for being a failure, being an

and everyone that works with them and, of course, the Hon-

addict and not having the will-power to do the right thing.

orable Judge Minkowitz for always caring and never giving
up on us.
Thank you!

interviews. I have been upfront and honest with each interSincerely, L.R.
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The Mirror
by E.R.L.
Only because God performs miracles, I will celebrate two
years clean and sober. I haven’t been clean or sober most of
my life. I started so young and never stopped. At first, I
never wanted to (stop). Then I just couldn’t.
One afternoon, my sponsor and I were walking back from
the store. And she started talking about this glass works
place that we were passing by. She was telling me how neat
it was and how we should plan to do it upon my two-year
anniversary. I’ve passed this way more than 100 times on
my way to meetings and my checks. I’m thinking this lady
has really lost it. Why in the hell does she want to take me
to a window replacement place to celebrate my recovery?
I have to admit, when I was drinking and getting high,
the sound of breaking glass was my favorite sound in the
whole world. It seemed to do something therapeutic to the
boiling rage that lived inside of me. I used to go to the abandoned mental institution with my little cousins in Philadelphia, where all the locals got wasted and had bad parties. I
used to love to get drunk and take out all my pent-up anger
and bash out the thousands of windows in the dark empty
An example of The Jail Cell presentation given at schools. The
presenters are demonstrating the size of a typical jail cell. Photo
courtesy of Rebecca Conviser

buildings.
I let my sponsor take me down the steps into what I truly
believed was a window replacement store. In fact the basement store turned out to be an art studio where beautiful

life of sobriety. The feedback has been unbelievable. I have

things are made out of broken pieces of glass. She asked the

noticed that by being honest and upfront, the interview

staff member if she could show me around the place where

conversation became less stressful and more personal as I

these little miracles are created. I am truly amazed at this

have told the interviewer something very personal about

whole concept. I mean really!

myself and let them into my new life.

People break glass every single day. They’re careful to stay

I have recently had interviewers tell me that they are

away from it, sweep it up, and get rid of it in the trash. Here,

proud of me, that they too know people in recovery and that

I am watching people, even kids, taking all of these, broken,

they appreciate my honesty. Most recently, I was offered a

jagged, mis-fitted pieces of glass and making them into

job in which I was honest with my interviewer and they

beautiful works of art. I’m so psyched about doing this.

were even willing to work with my weekly drug court sched-

I got to see awesome things that other people have made.

ule. They offered different hours of employment to meet the

Even the whole front of the registration counter was made

rules and demands of drug court. This proves to me that

pretty by all this broken glass.

people really do care and understand. They are willing to

My sponsor took me to the area where you can pick out

help as long as they see truth, dedication and accountability

what you want to make and pay by the piece. You can

in the individual.

pretty much make anything you’d like. They have vases,

For me, this new approach to interviewing has been a

ashtrays, cup holders, etc. I saw a mirror where the frame

huge success. I no longer have to lie and hide my real life. I

was decorated with the glass pieces. It was fairly inexpen-

can be honest and upfront and not ashamed of what I may

sive but it’s not about the money. I knew as soon as I saw

say to a potential employer. Overall, since my enrollment

it. That was the piece I wanted to make. My poor sponsor

to drug court, I have not had one bad interview experience

kept trying to make me look at other things to make. But

in which I was honest about my disease and weekly sched-

there really wasn’t any changing my mind. I’m making

ule with the court system. I plan to continue this approach

the mirror.

and to share my experience with others who may be in a
similar position.
NJSBA.COM

I’m finally not afraid to look in it any more. I’m not
scared of who I’ll see and want to smash it. That girl in the
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mirror, I’m just getting to know her. But she’s not my enemy

Leadership

any more. Sometimes I even like to see her smile. It’s pretty.

by C.R.

I’m ready to make my mirror now.

A good leader is confident, compassionate, doesn’t fold
under pressure and can take constructive criticism well.
They know how to use all their and others resources beneficially. When they don’t have an answer to a problem, they
call on other leaders to help. A good leader will encourage
other leaders to become involved. Supporting each other
will make both leaders better stronger leaders. My most challenging leadership role is being a father and spouse. I am in
the position of sole caretaker for my six-month-old son. I
want my son to become a leader so I must set positive leadership and be a good role model. I make the decisions for
him. I need to pick appropriate baby sitters, doctors, new
foods, medications, etc. I’ve had to maintain sobriety in

Wasted Time

order to be a good role model. My spouse has looked to me

by R.P.

to be the leader while she works on getting a good recovery.

The time that I’ve wasted is my biggest regret

The challenge of fatherhood, being in a relationship, and

Spent in these places I will never forget

recovery isn’t a challenge that can be resolved. But becom-

Just sitting and thinking about things that I’ve done

ing the leader of my own life has made the hard situation

The crying, the laughing, the hurt, and the fun.

much easier.

Now it’s just me and my hard-driven guilt
Behind a wall of emptiness that I allowed to be built
I’m trapped in my body just wanted to run
Back to my youth with its laughter and fun.
But the chase is over and there’s no place to hide
Everything is going including my pride
With reality suddenly right in my face
I’m scared, alone, and stuck in this place
Now memories of the past flash through my head
And the pain is obvious by the tears that I shed
I ask myself why and where I went wrong
I guess I was weak when I should have been strong
Living for the drugs and the winds I had grown
My feelings were lost afraid to be shown
As I look at my past it’s so easy to see
The fear that I had afraid to be me
I’d pretend to be rugged so fast and so cool
When I was actually lost like a blinded old fool
I’m getting too old for this tiresome game
Of acting real hard with no sense of shame
It’s time that I change and get on with my life
Fulfilling my dreams for a family and wife

My Favorite Flower

What my future will hold, I really don’t know

by V.P.

But the years that I’ve wasted are starting to show

Sunflowers are my favorite flower because ever since I was

I just live for the day when I’ll get a new start

little, my mom was my best friend and I always admired

And the dreams I still hold keep in my heart

them and for a few years we grew them in our own yard. We

I know I can make it, at least have to try

used to live near Augusta, where the farms grow acres and

Because I was headed toward DEATH AND I DON’T WANT

acres of sunflowers each summer and by August there is a

TO DIE.
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of feet along Route 15. Yellow is also my most favorite color

The program began with the efforts of one volunteer,

and for me represents warmth, happiness, and serenity. I

and now has regular interns and two other trained and

had none of those when I was an active alcoholic/addict.

vetted volunteers, all gifted writers themselves. Eulena

Today it is what I strive for. My mom sadly passed away from

Horne, the program coordinator, PharmD, editor of the

her fourth battle with cancer in December of 2014. My

magazine, In Our Shoes, curriculum planner, and training

brother, who also passed in July 2016, had a sunflower with

and development coordinator; Barbara Ward, manager of

her initials tattooed on his chest, and it was gorgeous. I am

volunteers, and master creator of many innovative assign-

not fond of tattoos for myself, I usually love them only on

ments; and Ken Musgrove. Credit must also be given to

others, but in loving memory of both of them I plan to get

the first executive director of the alumni association,

a sunflower tattoo in their honor. When I see a sunflower I

Charles C. Johnson.

have a bittersweet feeling. Since doing my ninth step and

The main reason for all of us to engage in positive cre-

making amends to both my mom and brother, I have more

ative expression is to help ourselves. Our lives are constantly

fondness and sadness when I look at them. I cannot wait to

changing. We need to be able to communicate with our-

one day take my little boy, Braiden, to see these amazing

selves in order to plan our future and continue to build self-

fields of his mama’s favorite flower and share with him the

esteem. 

memories of both of these wonderful people in my life. They
are now my angel’s heaven and will continue to look upon
me in my journey. I will continue to trudge the road to
happy destiny with them, and God securely by my side.
Amen.

2020

Mid-Year Meeting
October 25–30
Silverado Resort and Spa
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A view from the bench
An inspirational program

by Judge Timothy Lydon

When a person first appears in Drug Court, they are
often a shell of what they used to be. They have
sunk, through their addiction, to a level of
desperation that is difficult to imagine.
Then gradually over time, as they go through the program, you see them build
themselves back up again. You see them smile. You see them look forward to the
possibilities of life. And then, at the end of the road, you see people filled with happiness, ready to make something of their lives.
Each graduate represents a remarkable transformation. Together, they represent a
validation of an even larger transformation in our philosophy as a state.
When the Drug Court program was first created, it marked a dramatic shift in the
way the state’s criminal justice system addressed substance abuse and addiction. For
years, policymakers emphasized deterrence to reduce increasing levels of drug-related offenses. These policies negatively affected many defendants who were trapped
in a cycle of substance abuse and criminal activity.
JUDGE TIMOTHY P. LYDON is the former
chair of the New Jersey Drug Court Judges
Committee. He is assigned to the criminal
division in the Mercer vicinage.

Drug Courts offered a revolutionary alternative. The program evolved from the
belief that, through drug treatment and intensive supervision, we could intervene
to help individuals chart a different course and avoid the personal, societal and fiscal costs that are the result of addiction and crime.
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The statistics show that these innovations have worked to produce a number
of positive benefits for the state.
Consider, for example, that the rate
of recidivism for Drug Court graduates is
dramatically lower than the statewide

They describe how the program helped them escape
the spiral of addiction, reunite with their families, and
restore their reputations. The graduates proudly recite
their accomplishments and hopes for the future.

average for all other offenders. Within
three years of graduation, less than 7%
of graduates were convicted of a new

Because they are no longer abusing

Branch and Legislature have demon-

indictable offense. The comparable rate

drugs or alcohol, some participants are

strated a strong commitment and the

for an individual who is released from

able to repair relationships and take bet-

program continues to improve. Since

incarceration is 40%. The implications

ter care of loved ones.

April 2016, eligible graduates can

of this disparity are significant, given

Since the statewide implementation

expunge their entire criminal record, a

that 99% of participants would have

of Drug Court, data from the Adminis-

change that has expanded the number

been sentenced to a state prison term

trative Office of the Courts show that

and types of employment opportunities.

but for the Drug Court program.

more than 625 babies were born drug

In addition, the Judiciary has begun to

The program also has led to consider-

free from previously addicted participant

develop partnerships with companies to

able cost savings. Remarkably, the cost of

mothers, and more than 200 participants

identify full-time employment for suc-

providing treatment and other services to

obtained custody of their children.

cessful drug court participants.

a participant is a fraction of the cost of

In my experience, it works for two rea-

As a result, everyone who enters the

incarceration. It costs less than $13,000

sons. The first is a focus on treatment.

program has the chance to build a better

annually to supervise a Drug Court partic-

The second is a focus on accountability.

life. It is transformational for many indi-

ipant, while the annual cost of incarcera-

Drug Court participants must com-

viduals, and their achievements ulti-

tion is approximately $55,000 per inmate.

ply with a rigorous set of conditions.

mately redound to the benefit of the

Those statistics only relate to con-

Participants must complete a treatment

public and the system as a whole.

tacts with the criminal justice system.

program that often lasts from 12

To truly understand and feel the

For those who do not enter the pro-

months to 24 months. Many individu-

impact of the Drug Court program, how-

gram, some will succumb to an overdose

als with severe substance use disorders

ever, I would invite you to attend a grad-

or suffer other health-related conse-

receive long-term inpatient services.

uation. The ceremony is a celebration of

quences. They may remain alienated

Participants are required to submit to

the graduates’ achievements and their

from their families and the community

random urinalysis, make regular court

recovery. The graduates deliver emotion-

or impose a continued strain on public

appearances before a judge, meet with

al speeches that offer compelling evi-

resources.

probation officers, and attend support

dence of the program’s effectiveness.

In that sense, the participants and

groups. Probation officers make regular

They describe how the program helped

their families are the true beneficiaries

home visits, and new participants usu-

them escape the spiral of addiction,

of Drug Court. The program monitors

ally have curfews.

reunite with their families, and restore

the participants’ recovery and adjusts

After spending a few months in the

their reputations. The graduates proudly

their treatment regimen in the event of

program, most individuals must obtain

recite their accomplishments and hopes

a relapse. Its vigilance yields a high rate

employment or perform community

for the future. In their own words, they

of abstinence from drugs and alcohol.

service. The failure to adhere to these

show that Drug Court intervention has

Within the last 12 months, 95% of all

conditions may result in any number of

the propensity to rebuild lives and deter

participants’ drug tests were negative.

sanctions. Serious violations of Drug

crime without the costs and societal con-

Court policies include brief periods in

sequences of incarceration.

Drug court supervision also inspires
participants to reach professional and

jail or ultimately termination.

personal milestones. Most individuals

Together, the focus on treatment and

who enter the program do not have full-

accountability provide the necessary

time employment or a driver’s license.

structure and framework necessary for

However, 88% of participants are

recovery.

employed at the time of graduation, and

We are fortunate to have a robust

68% possess their driver’s license.

program in New Jersey. The Executive

NJSBA.COM

As a judge, to see individuals realize
their potential through Drug Court is
inspirational.
Most people, when you put their
addiction aside, are filled with promise.
Drug Court helps people fulfill that
promise. 
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Voted New Jersey’s
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New 2020 Publication - First Edition
Drug and DWI
Defense
Forms

and

Pleadings

New Jersey Specific
(First Edition, 2020)
Written by: Kenneth A. Vercammen
This informative handbook will provide you with guidance on how to handle
everything pertaining to the drug and DWI defense - from the initial contact
with the client, to walking into the courthouse, and managing the steps that
follow. It is a “how to” manual that you and your staff can follow with
checklists and forms.
This book is intended to help solo/small-firm attorneys and newly admitted
attorneys prepare to handle these cases and to better represent their clients.
This handbook will help attorneys represent persons charged with DWI, drug,
and other criminal and traffic offenses.

1177720

Handbook

*NJSBA Member price.

Special Featue: Over 50 modifiable forms and motions
Over 50 forms and motions are included to help make you (and your staff)
more efficient and productive, while also reducing the chance for mistakes.
Bonus!
Also includes a section on marketing the DWI and drug defense practice.
Table of Contents:
1 Pre-Interview
2 Office Interview and Preparing Notices to the Court and Prosecutor
3 Pretrial Motions
4 Trial Preparation
5 Trial
6 Sentencing and Post Trial
7 Supreme Court Caselaw and Federal Statutes
8 Marketing the DWI and Drug Defense Practice
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ASAP: Help for drug offenders
Middlesex County Adult Substance Abuse Program gives
inmates the tools to deal with addiction
by Barnett Hoffman, JSC (ret.)

I am a retired Superior Court judge. I was assigned to the
criminal bench in 1983, and retired in 2002. Over the
years, I saw firsthand the change in attitude toward drug
offenders—or at least my attitude.

T

he 1980s was the high point of stiff punishment for drug offenders.

Under the theory that heavy sentences would deter drug offenders,

BARNETT HOFFMAN is a retired state
Superior Court presiding judge who founded the Adult Substance Abuse Program in
Middlesex County.

the New Jersey Legislature, as well as legislatures in other states
enacted harsh penalties including minimum mandatory sentences.
The war on drugs was going full blast. Enormous resources were used
to implement the Comprehensive Drug Reform Act of 1987. Prison
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populations in New Jersey greatly

impact on my attitude. At that time

increased primarily with inmates from

there were few—if any—substance abuse

diverse

were

rehabilitation programs for the people I

mandatory sentences for school zone

was sentencing. These defendants had

offenses; which expanded to parks, gov-

little money and no insurance. Drug

ernment buildings and other structures

Court was just becoming an important

and geographical locations.

part of the system; however, acceptance

In

backgrounds.

2003,

Governor

There

James

E.

was very limited.

McGreevey created the Commission to

So, one day without telling anyone

Review Criminal Sentencing, also com-

(purposely) I decided to start a drug

monly known as the New Jersey Sentenc-

rehabilitation program. I am privileged

ing Commission. I was fortunate to

and honored to say that I am the

become chair of an exceptional group of

founder of the Middlesex County Adult

people covering the entire broad spec-

Substance Abuse Program (ASAP), which

trum of the criminal justice system. The

is located in the Middlesex County

commissioners worked well together and

Adult Correction Center (MCACC) in

put aside personal interests to forge real

North Brunswick. My first step was to

research into the drug issues facing New

contact then-Warden Michael Abode at

What is ASAP?
The Adult Substance Abuse Program
(ASAP) is an in-house (jail), drug
treatment providing support to help
inmates meet objectives for
accountability, problem solving and
strategies to resist drug use. The
program is entirely voluntary, and
inmates can apply to the program
after being at the MCACC for 30 days.
ASAP is the first licensed substance
abuse program in the entire New
Jersey penal system. On Oct. 1, 2001,
with seven participants, ASAP was
launched. Today, there are now more
than 1,000 graduates.

Jersey. Our reports are still up on our

the MCACC. He thought it was a very

munity-minded person in Middlesex

website, sentencing.nj.gov. There was a

positive idea. He gave it his imprimatur

County. Her reputation for supporting

sunset provision in the commission’s

and designated a pod (housing unit) for

programs was unparalleled. I described

enabling statute, and funding for the

people in ASAP. My next stop was the

the program to her, and she liked the

commission ended after about five years.

Middlesex County Freeholders led by

idea and said she would get back to me.

A new commission was created in 2018.

now-Judge Christopher Rafano who

About a month later, I received a very

There were many key findings from

readily endorsed ASAP and gave us some

sizeable check from the Robert Wood

the first commission. Notably, we found

funds, which are still being directed

Johnson Foundation, which went on to

that certain large cites were almost total-

toward the program today.

fund us for our first seven years. So,

ly covered by zone laws. Furthermore, in

After this, I had one of two epipha-

practice, the laws were racially unjust.

nies. The first was that I had never run

The Adult Substance Abuse Program

Approximately 96% of the inmates

such a program and had no idea how to

(ASAP) is an in-house (jail), drug treat-

whose most serious sentence involved

do it. The second was that we had no

ment providing support to help inmates

school zone violations were minorities.

real funding source.

meet objectives for accountability, prob-

Significantly, an examination of all the

As to the first, over the years, I had

lem solving and strategies to resist drug

laws under Title 2C enacted in 1978

drug-dependent

appearing

use. The program is entirely voluntary,

showed a one-way ratchet to harsher

before me referring to a person by the

and inmates can apply to the program

sentences.

name of Ed Mann. At various proceed-

after being at the MCACC for 30 days.

ings, I was constantly bombarded with

ASAP is the first licensed substance

his name and his quotes. Ed Mann was

abuse program in the entire New Jer-

The genesis of ASAP

people

ASAP was off and running.

Initially, I was a tough sentencer for

the ultimate guru of drug rehabilitation

sey penal system. On Oct. 1, 2001, with

drug offenders. What changed my atti-

in the area. Clearly, I had to meet with

seven participants, ASAP was launched.

tude was speaking with defendants that

him. So, the first challenge was met. Ed

Today, there are now more than 1,000

I was sentencing. Everyone who is sen-

Mann knew how to run an excellent

graduates. Many of these graduates are

tenced has a right of allocution to ask

drug program and was ultra-supportive

doing well. They are clean and sober,

the person imposing the sentence for

of ASAP. Ed and I agreed on a division of

employed, supporting their children,

leniency.

labor. He would run the nuts and bolts

and positive members of society.

Much to my surprise, the main
theme uttered during these sentencing

of the program, and I would be the outside person and fundraiser.

Initially, the program was not sought
after by the inmates at the MCACC. This

speeches was an urgent request for a

The second challenge went a lot easi-

was probably because it was a sign of

program. Around 1999, these pleas for a

er than I expected. I called my friend

weakness in the jail culture at the time

program started to make a significant

Arline Schwartzman, a wonderful com-

for an inmate to ask for help. However,

NJSBA.COM
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within a few short months, ASAP enroll-

speakers. One guest speaker who made a

dom to the people there. One of the most

ment caught on. In the beginning, there

tremendous impression was a woman in

memorable comments from a graduate

was only a men’s program. In a few

her 80s who was a Holocaust survivor.

who said, “ASAP is the Home Depot of

years, we added a women’s section.

She told her story of being rounded up

recovery: it is here where you get the

The original purpose of the program

in Hungary and taken to Auschwitz. She

tools to deal with your addiction.” Very

was to take what was basically deadtime

never saw her parents after they were

often, I have heard a graduate say that

when a person is in the county jail and

separated when the train arrived at the

this is the first time they have ever grad-

give drug dependent persons an oppor-

extermination camp. The speaker then

uated from anything. Current Warden

tunity to deal with the problem of

went on to tell what it was like being

Mark Cranston has encouraged family to

addiction. Members of the program

incarcerated at Auschwitz, and how she

come to the graduations. This has

were given a written set of rules and reg-

and her cousin escaped from a Nazi

strengthened the relationship between

ulations that they had to obey. They

death march. She related that if you did

the ASAP member and their family.

were told that ASAP was to give them an

not walk fast enough or asked to stop,

Participant access to services through

opportunity to help themselves, not

you were shot on the spot. This group of

ASAP continues post-graduation and

their case. Non-violent offenders with-

inmates who have been toughened by

even after release from the correctional

out major psychiatric disabilities who

their own life experience were mesmer-

facility. Because research shows that

were awaiting trial or serving sentences

ized. Many said, “and I thought I had it

relapse to drug use and crime are signif-

of less than a year were eligible for

rough.” At the very end of her speech,

icantly lower if the offender continues

admission to ASAP. Upon admission

she showed the residents of the program

treatment after returning to the commu-

into the program, the inmates receive

her tattoo. It was an incredible juxta-

nity, a strong emphasis is placed on

90–180 days of intensive assessment,

posed bonding. Many of the females

post-release meetings and networking.

treatment and counseling. Counselors

were crying and the men were welling

engage participants in activities that

up. They thought they were tough.

The Federal Bureau of Justice Statistics indicates that 70% of state prisoners

focus on behavior, motivation, problem

Various people in the county, local

and 57% of federal prisoners used drugs

solving, skills for resisting drug use and

and state government would attend and

regularly prior to incarceration. A 2002

lessons on consequences and personal

speak briefly. Normally there would be

survey of jails found that 52% of incar-

accountability. It was interesting to

several people from the ASAP board to

cerated women and 44% of men met the

compare the activities of the ASAP pod

make remarks. The counselors would

criteria for alcohol and drug depend-

with the activities of the other units. In

also speak to the inmates. I would invite

ence. The National Institute on Drug

ASAP, the inmates were working on their

people from the community who had

Abuse reports that untreated substance

addiction problems 24/7. The senior

an interest in the program and who

abusing offenders are more likely to

members of the program would be in

could be valuable resources for funding.

relapse to drug abuse and return to crim-

charge over the weekend and at night.

Without exception, all who attended

inal behavior.

were very impressed at the graduation.

Graduation and Beyond

When they are released, offenders

It never ceased to amaze me how

who are still addicted are far more likely

When ASAP clients have attained

much talent was displayed at the gradua-

to commit new crimes, according to

required objectives, they graduate in a

tions. From the poets to the actors to the

research. This results in a negative cycle

ceremony attended by their peers and

occasional singer it was a real eye-opener.

of continued addiction and incarcera-

other alumni. At graduations, the men

Incarcerated people are thought of as

tion. Breaking this destructive pattern

and women are placed in the gym of the

one-dimensional and horrible. Although

offers the individual a chance to become

MCACC. One of the members is the

there are many of them in the penal sys-

a healthy contributing citizen, which

master of ceremonies. That person intro-

tem, at least in the county jails, they are

also benefits the community. The goal

duces others in the group to read origi-

clearly outnumbered by the folks who

of the ASAP program is to break the

nal poetry, give inspirational speeches,

have made some terrible decisions and

cycle of repeated addiction and incarcer-

and conduct drug-related skits. There is

had a rough upbringing. The people in

ation. It meets the important need to

no interaction on a physical basis

ASAP, for the most part and when they

offer substance abuse rehabilitation to

between the genders. Each group is very

are sober, would be people you would

offenders

supportive of the other. Often, there

have at your home. The graduates are

Decreased rates of drug abuse, which

would be very moving life stories given.

given an opportunity to speak at the cer-

contributes to a crime-free lifestyle, ben-

Occasionally there would be guest

emony. Many utter great words of wis-

efit the individual and the community.
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ASAP works within the Middlesex Coun-

inal justice system is, for many, the only

With recidivism rates besting the

ty corrections system to offer this pro-

accessible path to sobriety and responsi-

national average, ASAP offers a unique-

gram which can achieve life-changing

ble citizenship. Studies in the past have

ly effective solution to stem the costly

positive results for the participants.

shown that overall, the recidivism rate

and destructive cycle that puts every

of ASAP graduates is 16% lower than the

addicted offender at risk for relapse

national average.

and chronic offenses. ASAP’s outcomes

Without treatment, these individuals
are likely to continue to engage in criminal behavior that endangers their
health, taxes public resources, and con-

to date show a remarkable impact in

Challenge to find funding

helping offenders re-establish them-

tributes to negative perceptions of cer-

Without any guaranteed sources of

tain neighborhoods and communities.

income, ASAP relies on private philan-

Every dollar expended on drug treat-

thropy to maintain the high level of

There have been many challenges to

ment for offenders saves between $2–$6

impact ASAP offers to a growing and

the program. The overarching one is the

that would otherwise be spent on costs

highly vulnerable population in our

need for funding. As stated above, we

related to re-incarceration, medical

state. This is a tremendous challenge in

were fortunate to obtain funding for the

treatment and other services.

this extraordinary economic climate.

first seven years from Robert Wood

selves as sober, responsible parents and
citizens.

Participant access to services through ASAP continues post-graduation
and even after release from the correctional facility. Because research
shows that relapse to drug use and crime are significantly lower if the
offender continues treatment after returning to the community, a strong
emphasis is placed on post-release meetings and networking.
Lack of discretionary resources among

Johnson Foundation; we have also

New

many local funders has affected our

received funding from the J. Seward

Jersey–University Behavioral Healthcare,

ability to generate projected, necessary

Johnson Foundation.

now Rutgers, ASAP offers screening,

revenue.

In partnership with the University of
Medicine

and

Dentistry

of

As the saying goes, “when one door
closes, another door opens.” After

assessment, treatment and ongoing

Within our communities, there is a

counseling to inmates with drug and

direct and urgent need to provide

Robert

alcohol addictions at MCACC. The pro-

prison-based strategies to address addic-

ended its funding, we had invited then-

gram has been successful in recognizing

tion and to give offenders the tools they

Senator Raymond J. Lesniak to a gradua-

decreased levels of relapse for partici-

need to resist drug use when they return

tion. He was moved and stated, “the

pants. Middlesex County (ASAP) has a

to their communities.

program is too good to die. I won’t let it

recidivism rate that is much lower than
the national average.

Wood

Johnson

Foundation

Access to private drug treatment is

die.” Lesniak jumped into the breach

simply out of reach for the poor and

and was able to give us help to continue

The program addresses an urgent

working-poor individuals comprising

financing. In fact, he invited ASAP to

medical issue with concentric health,

the majority of offenders currently

make a presentation to the New Jersey

public safety and public welfare impact

involved in the criminal justice system

Senate and had one of our graduates

on communities throughout the state of

in New Jersey.

speak to the senators.

Without insurance coverage, finan-

The next door that opened was fund-

The ASAP mission is to provide drug

cial resources and logistical support to

ing through the UMDNJ foundation and

intervention, counseling and support to

access private treatment, most drug

the efforts of Denise Gavala, who spear-

offenders at the Middlesex County

dependent offenders will remain captive

headed obtaining funding for another

Adult Corrections Center. ASAP’s com-

in a cycle of abuse and crime. This cycle

few years. After UMDNJ joined Rutgers,

passionate and highly effective rehabili-

generates continued stress on public

we were financially helped by Johnson

tation initiative for individuals at risk of

resources dedicated to protecting public

& Johnson through the efforts of Bonnie

becoming chronic offenders in our crim-

health and safety.

Petrauskas.

New Jersey.
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We have continued to have some

source of people for the jail-based ASAP

Nevertheless, there are certain down-

funding through the Middlesex County

program were non-violent offenders

sides which remain unaddressed. First, a

Freeholders’ Local Advisory Council on

who could not make bail. There were

great number of drug and alcohol

Alcohol and Other Drugs resource fund-

many inmates in that category. Before

dependent people are not considered as

ing, and with an occasional separate

the bail reform law, ASAP was able to

a risk which would cause them to be

grant from other sources.

have its own housing unit in the work

incarcerated pending trial. These people

In addition to the above, Friends of

release pod. All sessions of counseling

are placed back on the streets without

ASAP, the governing board of the pro-

were held in the one pod, all people

any counseling into the same environ-

gram, conducts various fundraisers. We

were in ASAP. There were no inmates

ment that caused them to get arrested in

have an annual golf outing at Battle-

with negativity. If so, they were not

the first place. They are out there using,

ground Country Club, as well as a chalk

there long. Many of the matters that are

distributing and selling drugs with very

art festival in Highland Park in conjunc-

discussed in rehab are quite confiden-

little accountability. The oversight by

tion with National Night Out. This year

tial. Residents of the program are taught

the courts is very limited. Often the only

Within our communities, there is a direct and urgent need to provide
prison-based strategies to address addiction and to give offenders the tools
they need to resist drug use when they return to their communities.

we had a dinner at a wonderful restau-

to refer to each other as family. Confi-

requirement for a released person is to

rant in Hightstown. What made this so

dential disclosures could be freely made.

call the probation officer once a month.

special is that the board member who

Since the enactment of the Bail

Second, the ASAP program offered

planned the event from idea to fruition

Reform Act, the population of the

these same people a licensed drug and

is a graduate of the ASAP program.

MCACC is about half of what it was

alcohol rehabilitation program without

before. As much as the warden is sup-

any cost. Of course, no one wants to be in

New challenges: Bail reform

portive of ASAP, for budgetary reasons he

jail, however, in the long run they would

There are other challenges. When I

can no longer justify giving ASAP a sepa-

be better off to be incarcerated and get

started the program, I was still a sitting

rate pod. Consequently, ASAP people are

free drug and alcohol rehabilitation.

judge, and could assign resources from

now mixed in with higher risk inmates,

The additional room at county jails

criminal case management to follow up

and inmates who are not committed to

could potentially be used for residential

on the graduates. That is important.

the goals of the program. ASAP people

drug and alcohol programs. However

However, although my successor was

cannot be insulated from negativity.

the funding and bureaucracy issues

very

supportive,

resources

have

In ASAP, the members are taught

involved in making this happen will

changed, and this feature no longer

behavior modification techniques to

take a long time. During this time,

exists. Also, through the efforts of our

deal with the pervasiveness of the jail

many drug dependent and alcoholics

board member, the late Barbara Littman,

culture. An example is if one inmate

will suffer. With the incredible opioid

we tried to have monthly alumni meet-

takes a french fry off the tray of another

epidemic going on, there will be people

ings and an alumni association. This has

without permission, this is an act of dis-

who will suffer the ultimate penalty in

been only moderately successful. We

respect and is met with retribution. One

the meantime.

have tried to start, with limited success,

remarkable statistic of the program is

When I was the chair of the Commis-

an art program as part of ASAP because

that in all the years that ASAP has been

sion to Review Criminal Sentencing, I

so many residents are quite talented in

in existence, there has only been one

had the privilege of testifying in front of

this area. Without proper resources,

fight—and that was more of a slap.

both houses of the Legislature on behalf

these initiatives have faltered.

No one can challenge the underlying

of certain proposals we were making as a

On Jan. 1, 2018, the new New Jersey

principles upon which the Bail Reform

commission

Bail Reform Act started. It had a huge

Act is based. Clearly people should not

Granted that this was about 15 years

effect on the ASAP program. The main

be incarcerated because they are poor.

ago; however, it was very interesting to
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see the spectrum of understanding

The real indicators

ple who would be addicted for the rest

about drug rehabilitation and the crimi-

Statistics are a necessary part of any

of their shortened life will be helped

nal justice system displayed by the vari-

program and ASAP’s recidivism rate

tremendously. They will no longer be a

ous legislators. Some understood the

speaks to that. However, the best part of

drag on society but contributors who

need for rehabilitation while others

ASAP is the human touch: like our grad-

will work, pay taxes and support their

were not bothered that virtually all of

uate B.P. who has been clean for over 14

children.

Paterson was in some type of zone, and

years and has earned her masters’ of

that all of Newark except for portions of

social work degree and is a certified drug

the airport were also in some type of

and alcohol abuse counselor and is run-

In retrospect, after 19 years, I am so

zone.

ning a rehab program; like J.T. who has

gratified to have been the founder of the

Conclusion

The need for jail-based county drug

been clean eight years and is running a

Middlesex County Adult Substance

rehab programs is necessary. ASAP was

boxing program for kids with discipli-

Abuse Program. Clearly, I did not do this

one of the first county jail-based rehabil-

nary issues; like S.D. who has been clean

alone. Without the help of others such

itation programs. Presently, former Gov-

15 years and has gone on to get her col-

as Ed Mann and Arline Schwartzman,

ernor McGreevey has done a great job in

lege degree. There is T.H. who has been

the project would never have succeeded.

North Jersey promoting and facilitating

clean 14 years; B.B. 10 years and Q.J. 5

At this point, over 1,000 drug

programs. Nevertheless, there should be

years. These are just a few. People ask me

dependent incarcerated people have

a state-funded ASAP type program in

if I am afraid of meeting people on the

received help for their addiction. Many

each county. Remember, every incarcer-

street who I have sentenced. The con-

lives have been saved. The motto on the

ated person at one time goes through

trary is true. Frequently, I meet people

ASAP stationery is: “Save Lives Not

the county jail system first. That is the

who have gone through the criminal

Warehouse Them.” The saving of lives is

time to start treatment. Drug Court is a

justice system and particularly ASAP.

the mission of ASAP. 

great idea, and ASAP is a good feeder for

They greet me with a big hug and a big

Drug Court. It is also a good place to

thank you.

send people who are in Drug Court who

To me, the need to have well-funded

have violated the rules and need short-

county drug and alcohol rehabilitation

term discipline. It’s kind of like Major

programs is not a difficult question.

League Baseball sending a player for a

Studies have shown that incarceration

rehab assignment. Drug Court works

costs about $45,000 per year per inmate.

because it is highly supervised and high-

Rehab programs cost about $18,000 per

ly funded. The drawback is that it is a

year per person. Not everyone will grad-

low volume program. Only a limited

uate and not every graduate will be suc-

number people are part of it.

cessful. Nevertheless, many, many peo-

Become a mentor. Find a mentor.
Connect, inspire and get ahead with the NJSBA’s
new MentorMatch program for members.

NJSBA.COM
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DRUG COURT
EXPUNGEMENT
Frequently Asked Questions
by Katherine O’Brien
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ccording to the New Jersey Administrative Office of the Courts,
more than 5,800 individuals have successfully completed Drug
Court since April of 2002. Moreover, 89% of Drug Court participants are employed at the time of graduation. Recognizing that
these individuals will be prone to relapse if they are unable to
maintain or secure employment upon graduation, New Jersey
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amended its expungement laws effective

ble for expungement, the Drug Court

April 18, 2016, to provide expanded

expungement statute provides that an

opportunities for expungement for suc-

individual who graduates from Drug

cessful Drug Court graduates. Since

Court in New Jersey is eligible, with lim-

then, over 800 graduates have success-

ited exceptions, to expunge their entire

fully

criminal record—regardless of the num-

had

their

criminal

records

expunged after completing their term.
The Drug Court expungement law is

ber and/or types of offenses on that
individual’s record.

KATHERINE O’BRIEN is an attorney
whose practice focuses almost exclusively
on criminal record expungements in the
state of New Jersey.

codified at N.J.S.A. 2C:35-14(m). Pur-

For example, while the general

suant to that statute, successful gradu-

expungement statutes provide that a

ates of New Jersey Drug Court may

person can have no more than one

expunge “all records and information

indictable conviction and up to three

relating to all prior arrests, detentions,

disorderly persons convictions, or a total

convictions, and proceedings for any

of four disorderly persons convictions if

of their entire criminal records immedi-

offense enumerated in Title 2C…” upon

the individual does not have an

ately upon successful graduation from

successful completion of Drug Court.

indictable conviction, the Drug Court

Drug Court.

Thus, the law intends to provide Drug

expungement statute places no such

Court graduates with a fresh start in

limits on the number and/and types of

terms of a clean criminal record upon

offenses that Drug Court graduates may

What is the effect of an expungement?
Are expunged records destroyed?

completion of the program in order to

expunge from their records. Thus, Drug

Expunged records are segregated, not

promote employability. This article dis-

Court graduates can theoretically have

destroyed. After expungement, the

cusses some of the more frequently

an unlimited amount of convictions on

records are no longer public information

asked questions regarding the Drug

their record and yet still remain eligible

and record searches will return a result

Court expungement law in New Jersey.

to expunge their entire criminal record.

of “No Record Information” when the

What does the Drug Court
expungement law provide?

Are expungement opportunities limited to drug offenses?

New Jersey’s Drug Court expungement statute provides broad-ranging
expungement relief to successful Drug
Court graduates. Due to their drug
and/or alcohol addictions, most participants in New Jersey Drug Court have
extensive criminal records. Under the
general expungement statutes in New

The Drug Court expungement statute does not limit expungement relief to
drug offenses. Rather, the Legislature drafted the statute broadly,
recognizing that individuals with drug and/or alcohol addictions often have
lengthy criminal records involving not only drug offenses, but also drugrelated offenses such as theft, burglary, larceny, and prostitution. Thus, the
Drug Court expungement statute permits the expungement of “any offense
enumerated in Title 2C of the New Jersey Statutes.”

Jersey, which place strict limits on the
number and types of offenses that an
individual can expunge, most Drug
Court participants would not be eligible
for expungement due to their extensive

When is a Drug Court graduate
eligible for a Drug Court
expungement?

information is searched. There are, however, limited situations under which a
person

whose

records

have

been

While the general expungement

expunged is still obligated to disclose

Since the Drug Court expungement

statutes contain different waiting peri-

their expunged records. For example,

statutes do not contain these limits, the

ods that apply depending on the type of

expungement is not effective when: (1)

law drastically increases the expunge-

offense the petitioner is seeking to

the person is applying for employment

ment opportunities available to Drug

expunge (such as five years for a disor-

with a law enforcement agency; (2) the

Court graduates. While the general New

derly persons’ conviction or six years for

person is applying for employment with

Jersey expungement statutes place strict

an indictable conviction), these waiting

a corrections agency; (3) the person is

limits on the number and/or types of

periods do not apply to Drug Court

applying for employment in the judicial

offenses that an individual can have on

expungements. Instead, Drug Court

branch of government; (4) the person is

their criminal records and remain eligi-

graduates are eligible for expungement

seeking a conditional discharge after

criminal records.

NJSBA.COM
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having had a dismissal from a previous

effective date, the statute provides a

offense barred from expungement under

conditional discharge expunged; (5) the

streamlined application process. Unlike

N.J.S.A. 2C:52-2(b) or (c).

person is being sentenced for an offense

the general expungement law, Drug

committed after the previous expunge-

Court graduates are not required to file

ment; and/or (6) the person is seeking

and

naturalization.

expungement or otherwise follow the

serve

a

petition

for

2C:52-7

For those individuals who graduated

through -14. Moreover, no fees are

from Drug Court prior to the law’s effec-

charged to eligible participants.

tive date of April 18, 2016, the expunge-

requirements

Who is eligible for a Drug Court
expungement?

verified

What is the expungement procedure
for petitioners who graduated from
Drug Court before April 18, 2016?

of

N.J.S.A.

In order to be eligible for a Drug

Instead, the statute provides that

ment procedure proceeds just like any

Court expungement in New Jersey, each

expungements for these individuals

other expungement application in New

of the following must be true:

“shall proceed in accordance with the

Jersey pursuant to N.J.S.A. 2C:52-1, et

rules and procedures developed by the

seq., which requires the filing of a Veri-

Supreme

an

fied Petition for Expungement with the

1. The petitioner was successfully discharged from Drug Court;

Court.”

Pursuant

to

Administrative Directive that followed,

Superior Court. Again, no fee is required

2. The petitioner was not convicted of a

Drug Court graduates simply need to

for filing the expungement petition.

crime or adjudged a disorderly person

“bring [the] matter to the attention of

Again, the prosecutor is required to

or petty disorderly person during the

the Drug Court judge prior to gradua-

notify the court of any disqualifying

tion.” After advising the Drug Court

convictions. Moreover, the court shall

3. The petitioner has not been convict-

term of Drug Court;

judge that they are seeking expunge-

grant the expungement unless it finds

ed of any offense barred from

ment, either the applicant and/or his

that the need for the records outweighs

expungement under N.J.S.A. 2C:52-

or her attorney should fill out a pro-

the petitioner’s interest in expunge-

2(b), which prohibits the expunge-

posed Drug Court expungement order

ment, or it finds that the person is oth-

ment of convictions for more serious

listing all of their offenses. This form

erwise

offenses including homicide, kidnap-

can be found in the pro se expunge-

because the person’s records include a

ping, arson, robbery, or aggravated

ment packet located on the judiciary’s

conviction for a disqualifying offense.

sexual assault;

website. Once the court signs the

4. The petitioner has not been convict-

order, either the applicant and/or his

ed of any offense barred from

or her attorney must then timely serve

expungement under N.J.S.A. 2C:52-

copies of it on all relevant agencies,

2(c), which prohibits the expunge-

directing them to remove the record

ment of convictions for first- or sec-

from their databases.

ineligible

for

expungement

What if the Drug Court participant is
seeking to expunge a conviction for
distribution or possession with intent
to sell a controlled dangerous
substance?

ond-degree sale or distribution of a

The prosecutor is required to notify

Under the general expungement

controlled dangerous substance or

the court of any disqualifying convic-

statutes, those individuals who were

possession with the intent to sell; and

tions for offenses barred from expunge-

convicted of certain drug crimes—for

5. The petitioner has not been convict-

ment under N.J.S.A. 2C:52-2(b) or (c),

the sale, distribution, or possession with

ed of any crime or offense since suc-

such as homicide, kidnapping, arson,

intent

cessful discharge from Drug Court.

robbery, aggravated sexual assault, or

expungement, unless the conviction is

convictions for first or second degree

for a small quantity of marijuana or

sale or distribution of a controlled dan-

hashish or the conviction is of the third

gerous substance or possession with the

or fourth degree. Those individuals who

intent to sell. The court shall grant the

were convicted of the sale, distribution,

What is the expungement procedure
for petitioners who graduated from
Drug Court after April 18, 2016?

to

sell—are

ineligible

for

The Drug Court expungement statute

expungement unless it finds that “the

or possession with intent to sell a con-

sets forth two different procedures for

need for the availability of the records

trolled dangerous substance in the third

applying for a Drug Court expunge-

outweighs the desirability of having the

or fourth degree, moreover, are required

ment, depending on whether the indi-

person freed from any disabilities associ-

to demonstrate that expungement is

vidual graduated from Drug Court

ated with their availability,” or it finds

consistent with the “public interest,” a

before or after the law’s effective date of

that the person is otherwise ineligible

finding that requires that petitioners

April 18, 2016. For those graduating

for expungement because the person’s

demonstrate to the court that they have

from Drug Court on or after the law’s

records include a conviction for an

been rehabilitated. Petitioners seeking a
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public interest expungement are also

ed of “any crime or offense,” since com-

have the benefit of the more stream-

required to provide the court with addi-

pleting Drug Court, they are not eligible

lined application process described

tional documentary evidence, such as

to apply for a Drug Court expungement.

above. Once their application is granted

character reference letters, plea and sen-

For those participants who graduate

however, they will need to serve the req-

tencing transcripts, and Pre-Sentence

from Drug Court after April 18, 2016,

uisite agencies, directing them to

Investigative (PSI) reports.
Pursuant to the Drug Court expungement statute, Drug Court participants
who were convicted of the sale, distribution, or possession with intent to sell a
controlled dangerous substance in the
first or second degree are barred from
being eligible for a Drug Court expungement. With respect to convictions of the
third or fourth degree, however, the
New Jersey Supreme Court, in In the
Matter

of

the

Expungement

of

the

Arrest/Charge Records of T.B., 236 N.J. 262

What if the Drug Court participant did not actually attend the
graduation ceremony?
According to the Drug Court expungement statute, Drug Court participants
are eligible for expungement upon “successful discharge” from Drug Court.
“Successful discharge” has been determined to be graduation from Drug
Court. Therefore, persons who did not graduate from Drug Court are not
eligible for a drug court expungement. Whether the Drug Court participant
actually participated in the formal graduation ceremony, however, does not
matter. Instead, what matters is that they successfully completed and
graduated from all phases of the Drug Court program.

(2019), addressed whether the public
interest analysis required by the general
expungement statutes applies to Drug

who have successfully had their crimi-

remove the records from their databases.

Court expungement applications under

nal records expunged pursuant to the

Current processing time for the New Jer-

N.J.S.A. 2C:35-14(m)(2). In light of the

Drug Court expungement statute, it is

sey

“rigorous monitoring that is the hall-

vital that they remain offense free. This

expungement orders in this regard is

mark of drug court” as well as the Drug

is because, according to the statute, if

five to six months.

Court statute’s “overall policy in favor of

Drug Court participants are subsequent-

expungement for successful graduates,”

ly “convicted of any crime” after dis-

the New Jersey Supreme Court held that

charge from Drug Court, their “full

applicants seeking Drug Court expunge-

record of arrests and convictions may be

If the petitioner is not eligible for a

ments pursuant to N.J.S.A. 2C:35-

restored to public access and no future

Drug Court expungement, perhaps due

14(m)(2) are entitled to a “rebuttable

expungement shall be granted.”

to the fact that they did not successfully

State

Police

to

comply

with

What if the petitioner is not eligible
for a Drug Court expungement?

complete Drug Court or they were con-

presumption,” which the state may
with the public interest.

How long does the expungement
process take?
The current processing time for a

also consult the general expungement

Will a court appearance be required?

general expungement in New Jersey is

statutes in order to determine if the peti-

rebut, that expungement is consistent

victed of a crime or offense after completing Drug Court, practitioners should

In the vast majority of expungement

eight to twelve months, and in some

tioner is eligible for expungement relief

cases, no court appearance is required,

cases, may take even longer. For those

under those statutes. While the Drug

although exceptions exist. For example,

individuals who graduated from Drug

Court statutes are generally broader in

if the prosecutor objects to the applica-

Court prior to April 18, 2016, and are

scope, due to the different eligibility

tion for any reason, an appearance

therefore required to proceed just like

requirements, an individual who may

might be required.

any other expungement application in

not be eligible for a Drug Court

New Jersey pursuant to N.J.S.A. 2C:52-1,

expungement might in fact be eligible

et seq., the Drug Court expungement

for relief under the general expunge-

will proceed just like any other expunge-

ment statutes. 

What if the Petitioner is arrested after
graduating from Drug Court?
According

to

the

Drug

Court

expungement statute, if a participant

ment. Accordingly, the expungement
will take approximately eight to 12
months.

who graduated from Drug Court before

Individuals who graduate from Drug

April 18, 2016, is subsequently convict-

Court after April 18, 2016, however, will

NJSBA.COM
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The continuum
of HOPE
The Morris County model of partnership between police, county human
services and treatment providers to assist people coping with substance
use and mental illness
by Marcy M. McMann

The opioid crisis affects all populations in all communities
regardless of gender, race and socioeconomic status and frequently occurs with mental illness. Traditionally, law
enforcement tried to arrest its way out of the problem. In
turn, judges incarcerated addicts to deter criminal behavior
without addressing the underlying addiction and/or mental
health issues. Over time, the stakeholders in the criminal
justice system recognized that treatment did more to curb
the underlying criminal behavior than jail. This led to sentences focusing on treatment in lieu of jail, and ultimately,
the Drug Court program.
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W

hile the evolution of how the criminal justice system

conjunction with the Morris County

handles offenders coping with substance abuse and men-

Department of Human Services, the

tal illness has helped many people overcome addiction

Mental Health Association of Essex and

and manage mental health issues, the opioid and mental

Morris (MHAEM) and the Center for

health crisis continues to grow. Many people do not get

Addiction Recovery Education and Suc-

help because of the fear of arrest and the stigma associ-

cess (CARES). The goal of the program is

ated with these disorders, which too often results in death due to overdose or sui-

to bring addiction and recovery services

cide. The increase in opioid deaths underscores the need for law enforcement to

to the community so people can get

partner with county human services departments and treatment providers to inter-

help regardless of whether they are

vene before a call to respond to an overdose or attempted suicide. In Morris County,

involved in the criminal justice system

law enforcement, the Morris County Board of Chosen Freeholders, Morris County

or have transportation to access services.

Department of Human Services and treatment providers are taking the next step to

The Hope One Mobile Unit is

combat the opioid epidemic by bringing services to the people through the Contin-

designed

uum of Hope. These programs include the Stigma Free Initiative, Morris County

approach the Hope One Team to access

to

encourage

people

to

Sheriff’s Hope One Mobile Outreach, Morris County Navigating Hope, Operation

services. The van is painted white with a

Helping Hand, the Police Assisted Addiction and Recovery Initiative (PAARI), Nar-

purple ribbon and the purple Hope One

can, Narcan 2.0, Hope Wing and STAR programs.

logo. The van also has the green StigmaFree logo and logo of the partner agen-

Stigma-Free

disorders and some who may be at risk

cies. Conspicuously absent is any law

The first step in bringing services into

for suicide. She explains that both self-

enforcement insignia, as people coping

the community is eradicating stigma.

stigma and social stigma can worsen

with addiction and mental illness are

The stigma associated with mental health

substance use and mental health prob-

less likely to approach law enforcement

and substance use disorders is the pri-

lems and is the primary barrier to recov-

for help due to fear of arrest and stigma.

mary reason individuals fail to seek the

ery. The shame and fear of judgment

Inside the van there are benches with a

help they need to recover from these dis-

from family, friends and employers are

mobile phone charging station and a

orders. To raise awareness of mental

the main reasons people do not seek out

private area for treatment providers to

health and substance use disorders, on

treatment.

speak with clients. The van has equip-

April 27, 2016, the Morris County Board

County, municipal and school offi-

ment including naloxone, commonly

of Chosen Freeholders along with the

cials are working together to address stig-

known as Narcan, to reverse an opioid

Morris County Department of Human

ma though education; however, the role

overdose, an automated external defib-

Services adopted a resolution declaring

of law enforcement in combating stigma

rillator and a medical kit to facilitate a

Morris County a Stigma-Free Community

is significant. Mental Health Association

response to an emergency medical issue.

and supporting the designation of Stig-

of Morris and Essex Counties Executive

The Hope One team includes a sher-

ma-Free Communities throughout the

Director Robert Davidson observed, “a

iff’s officer in plain clothes, a mental

county. As stated in the resolution, the

person with a serious mental illness or

Stigma-Free initiative “aims to inspire

an addiction is more likely to encounter

public interest and open a dialogue about

a police officer than a psychiatrist or sub-

stigma, to raise awareness of mental

stance abuse counselor.” Law enforce-

health and substance use disorders and

ment joined the dialogue by partnering

creates a culture in which residents with

with the Morris County Department of

mental health and substance abuse disor-

Human Services and treatment providers

ders feel supported by their community

to bring services to the people through

and neighbors, free to seek treatment

the Hope One Mobile Outreach and

without fear of stigma.” To date, 35 of the

Navigating Hope programs.

39 municipalities in Morris County have
become Stigma-Free Communities.
Morris

County

Mental

Health

Hope One Mobile Outreach and
Operation Helping Hand

Administrator Laurie Becker is particu-

In April 2017, Morris County Sheriff

larly concerned about youth struggling

James M. Gannon launched the Hope

with substance use and mental health

One Mobile Outreach program in

NJSBA.COM

MARCY M. MCMANN is certified by the
Supreme Court of New Jersey as a criminal trial attorney. She is a former Assistant Morris County Prosecutor and chair
of the Morris County Mental Health
Addiction Services Advisory Board.
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health clinician and a certified Peer Recovery Specialist. Each
day the team ascertains the availability of beds from treatment providers so they can immediately connect people to
treatment. The team travels to locations throughout Morris
County at various times of the day. They set up a tent with
tables and light refreshments so people feel comfortable
approaching them to have a conversation.
The services provided by the team depend on the needs
and interest of the person. At a minimum, the team distributes literature, brochures and business cards on substance
use and mental health. Upon request, the team connects

Delivering hope
The Hope One Mobile Unit provides addiction
recovery services in an approachable, stigmafree way. Among its accomplishments as of
November 2019:

9,762

people it's had contact with

2,105

people trained to administer Narcan

2,113

brochures on substance abuse, mental
health treatment, domestic violence,
veterans programs, etc. distributed

155

people assisted in accessing recovery or
rehabilitation programs

118

people connected with mental health
services

people to detoxication, rehabilitation, recovery support and
mental health services and if necessary, the team will
arrange to transport the person to a treatment facility. The
team processes applications for a Morris County identification card, which is necessary to obtain medical and other
government benefits. The county Office of Temporary Assistance works with the team to facilitate access to benefits
such as, food stamps, housing and Medicaid. The Hope One
team also provides overdose response training including
how to administer narcan and distributes narcan kits to the
trainees.
Law enforcement recognizes that an addict in possession
of drugs may be reluctant to interact with police and/or the
Hope One team because they fear that the police will find
the drugs and arrest them. The Opioid Helping Hand initiative provides police with an avenue to avoid arresting the
person seeking help. In appropriate cases, after consultation
with the Morris County Prosecutor’s Office, if the person

mouth and Atlantic counties. The Morris County Sheriff’s

accepts treatment, the police will confiscate the drugs and

Office has also received inquiries from out-of-state agencies

decline to file criminal charges.

looking to implement the Hope One model.

Although there has been a steady increase in the number
of opioid deaths between 2015 and 2018, by going into the

Navigating Hope

community, the Hope One Mobile Outreach program is

When the Hope One Team began outreach to the communi-

making a difference and has attracted the attention of New

ty, they quickly noted that residents requested information on

Jersey Attorney General Gurbir Grewal, who toured the unit

additional social services, which are essential to support recov-

and applauded the efforts of the Hope One Team. As of Nov.

ery from substance use and mental health issues. To comple-

25, 2019, the Hope One Mobile Unit made 367 stops and

ment the Hope One Mobile Outreach program, in May 2019,

had contact with 9,762 people; trained 2,105 people in the

the Morris County Board of Chosen Freeholders launched Nav-

administration of Narcan; distributed 2,113 brochures to res-

igating Hope to bring social services into the community by

idents on substance use, mental health treatment, domestic

offering multiple services through a single point of entry. This

violence, veterans programs and other resources; assisted

program is a partnership between the Morris County Depart-

155 people with accessing recovery or rehabilitation pro-

ment of Human Services and Family Promise of Morris County,

grams; and connected 118 people with mental health servic-

a non-profit agency. The Navigating Hope team assists with eli-

es. Through these contacts, Hope One is breaking down the

gibility screenings, on-site application assistance and links to a

stigma of substance use and mental illness and making

variety of social services for low-income and homeless individ-

recovery more accessible. The early success of the program

uals across Morris County. People can access benefits provided

has prompted other law enforcement agencies in New Jersey

by the county Office of Temporary Assistance such as food

to implement the program. The Hope One program is now

stamps, nutrition assistance, health care, utility assistance,

in Newark and Atlantic City, as well as, Cape May, Mon-

child support and cash assistance. The team can also link peo-
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ple to affordable housing and shelter

like every other county, respond to over-

iff’s Department and the Morris County

services, aging services, medical services,

doses and successfully administer nar-

Department of Human Services. The

legal services and transportation and

can to reverse the overdose. Saving a life

purpose of the program is to reduce

address domestic violence needs.

is just the beginning. At the hospital,

recidivism and the cycle of incarceration

Navigating Hope travels throughout

through the Narcan 2.0 program, peer

for individuals at risk of substance use

Morris County, although not always in

recovery specialists meet with people

and mental health challenges and

tandem with the Hope One Mobile Unit.

who have just been revived by narcan to

homelessness. Participation in the pro-

Family Promise Executive Director Joann

offer support and encourage treatment.

gram is voluntary. Regardless of whether

Bjornson explains: “Navigating Hope is

Morris County Addictions Services

the inmate has a defined release date,

about social justice, dignity and respect. It

Administrator Beth Jacobsen explains

social services staff screens the interest-

provides access to resources that our

that by offering support immediately

ed inmate for eligibility for the same

neighbors may not know exist and offers

after a crisis, the person is more likely to

benefits offered by Hope Navigator and

face-to-face support and encouragement.”

engage in treatment.

will provide referrals to the MHAEM and
CARES, the Hope One Mobil Outreach

Police Assisted Addiction and
Recovery Initiative

Hope Continues After Arrest

treatment partners.

Although the Hope One Mobile Unit

If an inmate has a definite release

As the Hope One Mobile Unit and

and PAARI programs are getting people

date and is at risk of relapse due to opi-

Hope Navigator travel throughout Mor-

to treatment before they reach the jail,

oid or alcohol dependence and is inter-

ris County, local police departments are

hope does not stop at the entrance to

ested in medication to assist with com-

also making treatment more accessible.

the jail. When a drug addict is arrested

bating addiction, the STAR program will

On April 3, 2019, Morris County Sheriff

and detained pending resolution of his

facilitate access to one dose of vivitrol.

Gannon and local police departments

case, the addict’s need for treatment

Vivitrol is a medication administered

partnered with the Massachusetts non-

does not cease. Traditionally, substance

once monthly which blocks opioid

profit Police Assisted Addiction and

use programs in the jail provided mini-

receptors to the brain. In conjunction

Recovery Initiative (PAARI) to launch

mal treatment. As an extension of the

with counseling, vivitrol is an effective

the initiative in Morris County. Like the

Hope One Mobile Outreach program,

treatment to prevent opioid and alcohol

Hope One Mobile Unit, this model relies

Morris County Sheriff Gannon imple-

dependence.

on a partnership between police and

mented the Hope Wing program. Treat-

treatment providers to break down bar-

ment providers come into the jail and

riers to treatment. Under PAARI, indi-

provide intensive counseling akin to an

viduals can come to the police depart-

intensive

An

enforcement trying to arrest its way out

ment

or

inmate must apply for the program and

of the opioid epidemic to a partnership

prosecution and be connected to recov-

fully participate or they will be sent back

with the Morris County Human Services

ery programs. Officers also do outreach

to general population in the jail.

Department and treatment providers to

without

fear

of

arrest

out-patient

program.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the shift from law

in the community to see if individuals

Even with education and treatment

bring social services into the communi-

they identify as in need of treatment for

in the jail, there is still a risk that an

ty is the future of community policing.

substance use and mental health disor-

addict will resume using drugs upon

Gannon explains that “through these

ders are receptive to meeting with a

release from the jail. Of particular con-

programs that support the user’s fight

peer-recovery specialist. By pursuing a

cern is an addict who has detoxed in the

against addiction, we are investing in

community caretaking role instead of

jail and immediately returns to using

human beings and contributing to

simply arresting and prosecuting people

the same pre-incarceration number of

crime reduction, safer communities and

with these disorders, law enforcement is

drugs upon release from jail, which fre-

streets.” Opening a dialogue about stig-

helping to open pathways to treatment

quently leads to an overdose.

ma and creating a culture in which resi-

by eradicating the stigma associated
with treatment.

Narcan and Narcan 2.0

The last stop on the Continuum of

dents with substance use and mental

Hope is the Successful Treatment and

health disorders feel supported by their

Re-Entry (STAR) program, which assists

community is essential to combating

inmates with transition and re-entry

the opioid epidemic and prevent sui-

Despite the best efforts of law

into the community upon release from

cide. The Continuum of Hope is saving

enforcement agencies and their part-

jail. The STAR program is a joint pro-

lives in Morris County and is a model of

ners, police officers in Morris County,

gram between the Morris County Sher-

hope for the future. 
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Public defenders see Drug Court’s
successes and barriers
How MAT, new guidelines could help
by Kevin Walker and Stephen P. Hunter

T

all and handsome, with an easy manner, Troy exuded familiarity. If you
saw him in anything other than an orange jumpsuit, you would consider
him indistinguishable from the kids who hung on your street or congregated at the mall on weekends—just a young, gangly Everyman.

But despite outward appearances, Troy was different. He was consumed by a dis-

ease, a chemical addiction that had overtaken his young life and landed him in the
criminal justice system.
Troy’s legal entanglements began with small cases, petty thefts and possessory
offenses involving drug paraphernalia and then, ominously, heroin. Soon, in a pattern all too familiar to public defenders, his criminality escalated to residential burglaries, offenses committed to fund what had become a raging drug addiction.
As Troy collected new charges—and became a regular occupant of the county
jail—the staff attorneys in our office took turns representing him, listening to his
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amiable chatter and hoping that his lat-

street drug, so the risk of an opioid over-

est treatment regimen, generally involv-

dose is present even if someone is ingest-

ing counseling and mandated atten-

ing

dance

Anonymous

(cocaine, for example). The opioid epi-

meetings, would work. But Troy could

demic is now considered the worst pub-

never stay in recovery. He would try,

lic-health crisis in the last century, eclips-

achieving intermittent success, but in

ing the AIDS epidemic of the mid-1980s

the end, the unrelenting nature of his

and the outbreak of influenza in 1919.

at

Narcotics’

something

other

than

heroin

addiction overtook him, and he would

Two years ago, as the overdose deaths

find himself back in county lockup on a

in New Jersey ballooned, we at the

batch of new complaints.

Office of the Public Defender realized we

One day, as his assigned attorney sat

had to bring a renewed urgency to our

in the jail’s conference room, the door

work in Drug Court. There are over

opened and Troy hobbled in. He was on

6,000

crutches. An empty pant leg was pinned

statewide, and nearly all of them are

to the back of his jumpsuit.

represented by our office, so in our view,

“What happened to you, Troy?” the
attorney asked, taken aback.
“Oh, just a little accident,” he said,
smiling sheepishly.

defendants

in

the

KEVIN WALKER is the First Assistant
Public Defender for the state of
New Jersey.

program

the ball was squarely in our court.
The task has proved daunting. Given
the parochial nature of New Jersey,
many of our county Drug Courts have

STEPHEN HUNTER is the Drug Court
Director for the New Jersey State Office
of the Public Defender.

It seems that Troy had gone on a drug

been slow to meet the challenges posed

binge one night and gotten behind the

by the opioid crisis and embrace treat-

wheel of his car. As he was motoring

ment protocols that comport with

down a busy, narrow highway, he lost

national best practices. Some Drug

control of the vehicle and it flipped on

Courts are the products of their county’s

buprenorphine

its side, skidding into a concrete abut-

culture. Others mirror the idiosyncrasies

available for chemically addicted clients.

ment. One of Troy’s legs was left on the

of the judges who preside over them. In

This has also required us to overcome

macadam.

short, even though they have been in

longstanding

and

naltrexone—are

resistance

to

placing

“If that’s not enough to make you go

existence for nearly 20 years, the state’s

clients on MAT, under the mistaken

cold turkey,” thought the attorney, “I

21 Drug Courts do not operate accord-

notion that MAT is merely a case of

don’t know what is.”

ing to the same playbook. And that,

“replacing one drug with another.”

But it wasn’t. Despite his gruesome,

unfortunately, is not a phenomenon

We have come to another realization:

near-death experience, Troy continued

confined to New Jersey. As trainers at

If we are to integrate MAT into our Drug

to use heroin, unable to untangle the

the National Drug Court Conference

Court practice, our county jails must

neural circuitry that left him craving

often joke: “If you have seen one Drug

have the ability to initiate treatment.

opioids. Inevitably, he overdosed, and

Court…you have seen one Drug Court.”

The jails are on the front line of the opi-

there was no one there to revive him,

Confronted with this landscape, we

oid epidemic; they receive our clients,

and his short, troubled life was reduced

realized we had to insist on uniformity

some of whom are experiencing the

to the one-paragraph notice the funeral

and that we had to enhance the quality

effects of withdrawal, within hours of

home posted on its website. His family

of the services we delivered to our

arrest. As a result, they serve as ad hoc

and dwindling circle of friends were left

clients.

emergency rooms. It is vital that they

to absorb the collateral damage.

First, we resolved to focus on expand-

immediately place our clients in treat-

Troy’s story has been replicated thou-

ing access to medication-assisted treat-

ment, if clinically warranted, and that

sands—indeed, tens of thousands—of

ment (MAT), now considered the stan-

they ensure a continuity of services fol-

times in the last few years as the use of

dard of care for persons suffering from

lowing the inmate’s release.

heroin, highly potent and often spiked

opioid use disorders. This has required us

Secondly, we have established a pilot

with fentanyl, a deadly synthetic addi-

to train our staff attorneys on the science

program that incorporates social work-

tive, has spread like a contagion

of addiction and to prod our treatment

ers—or what we call “system naviga-

throughout the nation. In fact, fentanyl

partners in drug court to ensure that all

tors”—into our practice. It is not enough

has been detected in almost every type of

three

that a client’s treatment needs are met;

NJSBA.COM
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What we have learned is that opioids can hijack a person’s brain. Through a
chemical process that reduces the brain’s rational side and increases the
power of automatic responses, the brain is hotwired to focus only on satisfying
the addiction.
to stay in recovery, a client needs a job,

Thanks to the efforts of the New Jer-

justice system for persons suffering from

stable housing, transportation and other

sey Drug Policy Alliance and others, all

opioid use disorders. As public defend-

wrap-around services. It is the role of

that changed in 2013, when statutory

ers, we see firsthand the effects of with-

our

those

amendments were passed that required

drawal on our clients: the physical ill-

resources—that is, to engage in commu-

navigators

to

identify

Drug Courts to accept the use of MAT.

ness, the agonizing pain. For anyone

nity mapping—and then to link our

However, it is only recently that Drug

who has witnessed this disconcerting

clients with those resources.

Courts have moved from a grudging

spectacle, it is obvious that MAT should

The third part of our strategic plan

acceptance of MAT to a formal statewide

be immediately available. Not only will

focuses on systemic changes: amend-

policy in favor of universal access to all

MAT relieve the symptoms of withdraw-

ments to the Drug Court statute intended

three forms of MAT. Despite this new

al, it will put our clients on the path to

to eliminate artificial barriers to participa-

policy, MAT is still stigmatized by many

recovery, including success in Drug

tion and to provide judges with more dis-

individuals working in Drug Court and

Court. The Camden County Jail has

cretion to retain struggling clients in

the treatment community.

instituted an effective program that can

treatment. The proposed legislation also

We have been successful in reducing

reduces the excessive punishment associ-

the stigma in our office by providing sci-

ated with alternative sentences, which

entific training on the effects of opioids

has long discouraged needy individuals

on circuits in the brain. What we have

from even applying to Drug Court.

learned is that opioids can hijack a per-

serve as a model for other county correctional facilities.

System navigators: An OPD pilot
program

expands

son’s brain. Through a chemical process

In the last few years, there has

opportunities for expungements, which

that reduces the brain’s rational side and

emerged the practice of employing nav-

give successful graduates from the pro-

increases

automatic

igators to work with chemically addict-

gram the opportunity to start their lives

responses, the brain is hotwired to focus

ed individuals and connect them with

anew, with a clean slate. Not only is this

only on satisfying the addiction. MAT

treatment and other social services. The

a powerful incentive for our clients to

can counteract this altered wiring and

state Division of Mental Health and

enter and graduate from Drug Court,

allow the brain to reset the circuits to a

Addiction Services utilizes peer naviga-

but research has shown that expunge-

normal function. Thus, MAT can play a

tors when individuals are administered

ments—which lead to better jobs and

critical role in a person’s recovery. In

the life-saving medication naloxone

housing, essential components of recov-

fact, it is now recognized by most prac-

after an opioid overdose. The division

ery—help individuals stay drug- and

titioners as the standard of care for opi-

wisely recognized that this crisis point is

crime-free.

oid use disorder.

an opportunity for an intervention that

Finally,

the

legislation

MAT: The Standard of Care

the

power

of

We gained another insight from our

could put the person on the road to

training: The sooner a person starts

recovery. The state Department of Cor-

New Jersey has had a checkered histo-

MAT, the sooner the brain’s healing

rections has a program where navigators

ry with MAT. For many years, Drug

process can begin and clinicians can uti-

meet with inmates 90 days before their

Courts, largely following the 12-step

lize more traditional treatment meth-

release and engage in discharge plan-

model of recovery, were openly antago-

ods, like talk therapy. That is why we

ning. Once the inmates are paroled, the

nistic to MAT. Applicants were often

believe it is critical that all county jails

DOC navigators continue to work with

told that they had to wean themselves

have the ability — indeed, the obliga-

them in the community.

from methadone or buprenorphine

tion—to initiate MAT for individuals

After examining these programs, the

before they could be considered for

remanded to their custody. This is often

Public Defender decided that we should

Drug Court.

the initial contact point in the criminal

incorporate a similar model into our
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practice. Although professionals from

practices standards in several ways.

give an individual an excessive punish-

many disciplines serve on the Drug

First, they expand access to Drug

ment for attempting but failing Drug

Court team, social workers, surprisingly,

Court by removing certain absolute bars

Court, we only discourage them from

have never been part of the mix. We

to admission based on an applicant’s

giving Drug Court (and recovery)

believe that must change, that our social

criminal history. The two most common

another attempt in the future. Addi-

workers, or “system navigators,” as we

barriers are convictions or juvenile adju-

tionally, excessive punishment gives

call them, can be a critical resource to

dications for aggravated assault and spe-

Drug Court a bad reputation, which

the treatment team and, more impor-

cific limits on the number of prior con-

makes it more difficult to convince

tantly, to our clients. There is no ques-

victions. These statutory bars often keep

prospective applicants to enter the pro-

tion that unstable housing or dim

clients who are otherwise appropriate for

gram. As public defenders, we frequent-

employment prospects are barriers to

Drug Court from even applying to the

ly hear that Drug Court is a set-up—

effective recovery. The goal of our pilot

program. The disqualifying convictions

that clients who try but fail are saddled

program — which calls, initially, for the

often occurred years earlier and are not

with alternative sentences that sub-

placement of navigators in five of our

relevant to the current circumstances of

stantially exceed what they would have

busiest counties —is to meet the clients

the client’s drug addiction. Even if the

received if they had simply bypassed

where they are and, in an empathetic

judge and prosecutor agree and want the

Drug Court and gone directly to jail.

manner, connect them to housing,

client in Drug Court, the client cannot

This legislation addresses the problem

employment, training or other wrap-

participate because of the statutory bars.

by curbing excessive sentences on a

around services that can help them suc-

Moreover, once one of these statutory

Drug Court violation.

ceed in their recovery.

disqualifications has been identified, a

Finally, the legislation expands access

client is forever barred from Drug Court.

to expungements for individuals who

These barriers should be removed to

successfully complete Drug Court by

allow the Drug Court team more discre-

eliminating

tion to accept otherwise suitable individ-

expungements. In March 2019, Profes-

uals into Drug Court.

sors J.J. Prescott and Sonja Starr from the

Statutory amendments: Some
common-sense fixes
The last time the Drug Court statute
was amended to increase access was in

technical

barriers

to

2012. Now, eight years later, in the

Second, the proposed legislation

University of Michigan Law School pub-

midst of the opioid crisis, the time is

gives more discretion to the judge to

lished the first-ever empirical study on

right for comprehensive reform. This

keep people in Drug Court. Current law

the effects of expungement.1 Through a

will coincide with the judiciary’s recent

provides for a presumption of revoca-

data-sharing agreement with Michigan,

promulgation of a revised Drug Court

tion of Drug Court on a second viola-

the researchers obtained records and

manual, which is intended to ensure

tion of probation. This is inconsistent

assistance from various state entities,

that New Jersey’s Drug Courts comport

with national best practices, which

including law enforcement and labor

with the latest national best-practices

acknowledge that Drug Court partici-

agencies. By matching records from

standards. It is equally critical that we

pants may have several relapses before

these agencies, they performed a longi-

bring the Drug Court statute into align-

successfully completing treatment.

tudinal analysis of an expungement’s

ment with best practices and that we

Third, the legislation reduces exces-

effect on employment opportunities

focus, in particular, on equity, inclusion

sive punishment for failing to complete

and recidivism. The study’s findings

and evidence-based practices.

Drug Court. Best practices recognize

indisputably show that broadening

For these reasons, the Office of the

that recovery is a long and difficult

opportunities for expungement in Drug

Public Defender supports bills S491 and

process. Some people are not going to

Court is good policy.

S241. These bills incorporate the best-

make it on their first attempt. When we

The findings counteract a common

As public defenders, we see firsthand the effects of withdrawal on our clients:
the physical illness, the agonizing pain. For anyone who has witnessed this
disconcerting spectacle, it is obvious that MAT should be immediately available.
NJSBA.COM
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When we give an individual an excessive punishment for attempting but failing
Drug Court, we only discourage them from giving Drug Court (and recovery)
another attempt in the future.
public-safety objection to expungement

25% within two years, when compared

mize success, Drug Courts must make

laws: The professors found that people

to their pre-expungement trajectory.

4

available to their clients every treatment

whose records were expunged had an

The most significant gain was for

modality, whether that entails alle-

extremely low recidivism rate, compar-

women: in a one-year period, men’s

giance to a drug-free, 12-step program or

ing favorably to the general population.

wages increased by 17%, while women’s

the use of MAT, in all its forms. In order

Within the full sample, only 1.8% of

wages increased by 30%. African Ameri-

to make this a reality, the county jails

those who obtained expungements were

can recipients also saw greater wage

must be able to initiate MAT for all

convicted of a subsequent offense with-

gains

clients who enter the facilities with an

in two years of expungement, and only

increases of 25% in one year, as com-

4.2% within five years. These numbers

pared to 18% for white recipients.

2

through

expungement,

with

were lower than those for the general

We also know that to sustain their
sobriety, clients need to have stable

Conclusion

population.

opioid use disorder.

5

lives, with all the staples: a steady job,

In addition to “dispel[ing] any

If Troy, our former client, had had the

housing, transportation, educational

notion that current set-aside recipients

benefit of a full array of MAT or the serv-

opportunities. And that’s why we think

pose any particular crime risk[,]” the

ices of a system navigator, would he be

our system navigators have such a criti-

data show that expungements affirma-

alive today? It is impossible to say.

cal role to play in the process.

tively help those who receive them.3 On

Recovery is a tricky proposition. What

Finally, if Drug Court is going to play

average, people’s wages increased by

we do know, however, is that, to maxi-

the role we think it must during this
public-health crisis, we must amend the
enabling statute to eliminate artificial

IMPACT OF EXPUNGEMENT
A study from two University of Michigan Law School professors showed that
broadening expungement opportunities helped Drug Court graduates.
Among the findings:

1.8

percentage of people who were convicted of a subsequent
offense within two years of expungement, a lower rate than
the general population

4.2%

percentage of people who were convicted of a subsequent
offense within five years of expungement, a lower rate than
the general population

25
17%
30%

wage increase within two years of expungement, compared to
pre-expungement trajectory

%

%

54

barriers to a chemically addicted client’s
participation in the program, provide
judges more discretion to keep individuals in treatment and reduce the punitive
sentences

that

have

marred

Drug

Court’s reputation. Too, it is critical that
we expand access to Drug Court
expungements, which have been proven
to help individuals lead productive,
drug- and crime-free lives. 

Endnotes
1.

Prescott and Starr, Expungement of
Criminal Convictions: An Empirical
Study, Law and Economics Research
Paper Series, Paper No. 19-001
(Mar. 2019).

wage increase for men within one year of expungement

wage increase for women within one year of expungement
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An inside look at issues and innovations
in New Jersey’s Drug Courts
by Donna Westhoven

What are some of the innovations happening now in the state’s Drug Court
programs?
Right now, New Jersey is in the process of implementing national best practice
standards to our program. It is really exciting. One piece is that we are doing a risk
assessment for our clients. That will allow us to see what their needs are so we can
be more specific in addressing a client’s needs. The program won’t default to cookie-cutter supervision and treatment, but rather will create an individualized case
plan for each person in the program. It’s brand new and it’s going to start next year.
DONNA WESTHOVEN is the statewide
manager of New Jersey’s Drug Court Program for the Administrative Office of the
Courts.
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Another thing we have learned by studying the national best practices is that
clients can be served in a shorter period of supervision. Most New Jersey Drug Court
clients are sentenced to five years, but the national research shows that people do
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just as well with three-year terms. Going

There are states where treatment isn’t

addiction, but the entire person. We need

forward, in drug court we want you to

paid for as a part of Drug Court.

to ask if there are mental health issues or

meet all your marks and graduate. We

We are also the only state that has

trauma that need to be addressed, or

want to graduate people when they are

mandatory Drug Court, since it is a func-

other counseling. That’s what these new

ready. Hopefully, that will be in three

tion of legislation. We see that 10% of

innovations will provide for.

years. We don’t want to keep clients

our admissions every year are mandated

who are doing well in the program

and they are succeeding. Every county

Are there versions of Drug Courts

when they don’t need to be. That said,

office reviews every indictment received

available in the municipal court

clients who need more will stay longer.

by the criminal divisions for eligibility.

setting?

We are going to be looking at reduc-

We’ve created a screening form for the

The concern is that with criminal jus-

ing jail as a sanction and look more clin-

courts so we know we aren’t missing any

tice reform we are remanding so many

ically at infractions in the program. The

eligible candidates. In other parts of the

cases to municipal court so there is start-

research shows that if a person is incar-

country, drug court is more like a diver-

ing to be a sentiment in favor of having

cerated on a sanction for more than six

sionary program for first-time offenders.

treatment agencies at that level. There is

days, they actually have worse long-term

In addition, our Drug Court expunge-

nothing statewide, unfortunately. Some

outcomes. For example, they become

ment process is more advanced than in

of our municipal courts are doing small

more likely to not graduate or have a
higher rate of recidivism.
Another huge shift has been the
acceptance of Medically Assisted Treatment (MAT). We spoke with experts
from the National Drug Court Institute
who really helped change our perspective regarding recovery and relapse.
Looking at what we have now in New

For clients who graduate Drug Court, just 2.4%
of graduates are incarcerated in New Jersey state
prison three years following completion of the
program, as opposed to 30.5% of those who were
released from the DOC.

Jersey in terms of the opioid crisis, we
want to start looking more closely at

many other states. Ninety-nine percent

pilots where they are making sure they

MAT as a viable option for people. All of

of our clients would have otherwise

have treatment agencies in the court-

our treatment providers are stepping up

been in prison. That’s about 7,000 peo-

room. In those courts, they may postpone

and treatments are changing across the

ple who would be in state prison.

cases to allow people to get some treat-

state. What I try to stress to everyone—

Through our program you can expunge

ment and help before they dispose of the

judges, probation officers, and court

all criminal records. We’ve had 1,100 of

case. It’s not statewide. There are a few in

staff—is that if any of us were to be treat-

our graduates have their entire criminal

the Atlantic and Cape May vicinage.

ed for an opioid addiction we would

records expunged at graduation. Having

automatically be given a MAT, and our

that option available opens so many

How have Drug Courts decreased

clients should be included as well. That

more doors to success for them, especial-

recidivism rates in New Jersey?

wasn’t always allowed for our clients.

ly in terms of employment and housing

New Jersey’s program has had some

opportunities. That’s really a special

really terrific results. We measure our

How does New Jersey compare with

thing. That said, we have safeguards: If

recidivism rates based on the same

other states?

you receive a Drug Court expungement

model that the state Department of Cor-

New Jersey is a leader in how we

and you are convicted of a new crime,

rections uses, which is to check three

approach the program, in many ways.

your expungement is reversed and your

years after a person completes the pro-

For instance, we are the only state with

record comes back.

gram.
For clients who graduate Drug Court,

a Drug Court that allows and permits
MAT for clients. We are also fortunate

What are you most excited about for

just 2.4% of graduates are incarcerated

that clients get their treatment costs

Drug Court in the coming months?

in New Jersey state prison three years

covered when they are in the program.

My big thing is really to continue MAT

following completion of the program, as

When I meet people who do my job in

for our clients. I always want people leav-

opposed to 30.5% of those who were

other parts of the country, I cannot

ing in a better place than when they

released from the DOC.

believe how lucky we are in New Jersey.

came in. We need to address not just

NJSBA.COM
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indictable offense three years out is

ern counties are trying to get them start-

What are the keys to successful

6.4% for graduates and for people

ed. They are able to provide a network of

treatment and where can practitioners

released from the DOC it is 38%.

contacts in the community and can

find resources?

And the rearrest rates for our gradu-

engage with people who are similarly in

In terms of what is critical to making

ates is 18% three years out, while the

recovery. They can be terrific. Just

treatment successful, the main thing is

rate for the DOC is 52%.

recently, the Union County alumni

that it needs to be specific to the client

group had a meeting where representa-

and the needs of that person. So many

What kind of follow-up efforts are

tives of Wakefern attended and every-

of our clients have trauma in their histo-

underway to help graduates of Drug

one who attended applied and received

ry and we need to really make sure to

Court programs?

an interview. The outreach was great.

match people with what is going to help

There are some great groups of Drug

In counties where there isn’t an

Court graduate alumni who get together

alumni organization, it is often the case

to help people still in the programs. The

that our clients are engaged with Alco-

You can find all of the resources you

ones that work best share a characteris-

holics Anonymous, Narcotics Anony-

could possibly need if you are a parent,

tic of having a handful of really motivat-

mous or similar organizations. Those

a friend, or an attorney to be able to

ed former graduates who want to do

organizations function in a very similar

locate treatment. They are all licensed

great things for their community. In a

way and it’s great. We want to make sure

providers so you can have confidence

couple of counties, Morris and Union in

our clients have a network of sobriety in

that all of the providers are appropriate.

particular, we have groups of graduates

their lives and a network that they can

Visit https://njsams.rutgers.edu/Treat

who come back and serve as mentors to

turn to for support when they have a

mentDirectory/License. 

people still in the program. A few south-

time of temptation or crisis.

them the most with their issues for
treatment to be successful.

PERKS
OF MEMBERSHIP IN THE

NEW JERSEY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION

THE NJSBA, NEW JERSEY’S LARGEST
LEGAL NETWORK, OFFERS MORE
OF WHAT EVERY ATTORNEY NEEDS.

Visit njsba.com and be sure to take advantage
of all that your membership offers.
Questions? Call 732-249-5000
or email lvoneuw@njsba.com.

NJSBA members receive:
• up to 30% OFF award-winning CLE seminars from NJICLE
• FREE online legal research though Fastcase
• Private, trusted online and in-person NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
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The Alumni Association
An Integral Part of the Process
by Charles C. Johnson, Jr.

Why Drug Court Alumni Associations?
Drug Court alumni associations were formed to provide the much-needed support for Drug Court graduates. Alumni associations exist to support the Drug Court’s
goals and to strengthen the ties between alumni, the community and the Drug
Court. Recovery is a lifelong condition that can only be maintained with a great deal
of support, especially in the early stages.
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After Drug Court graduation, partici-

In the 11 years of the AAMCDC’s

pants tend to lose touch with the people

existence two especially compelling suc-

they met during one of the most chal-

cess stories come to mind:

lenging times of their lives. Alumni

John (not his real name because he

associations are a great way to help

wants to maintain his anonymity) is a

them stay connected with those who

poster child for Drug Court and the

shared the difficult, yet triumphant

AAMCDC. He was sentenced into Drug

journey toward sobriety and recovery.

Court in 2002 and successfully complet-

They also help to instill confidence and

ed the program in 2006. He was one of

self-respect. Alumni associations pro-

the charter members of the AAMCDC.

vide Drug Court graduates with an

John was the first president of the

opportunity to obtain support for sober

organization. He continues his involve-

living, and a chance to engage in the

ment in the AAMCDC. Below are his

services that are vital to ongoing recov-

thoughts on Drug Court and his AAM-

ery. They are a way to offer accountabil-

CDC experiences.

ity to graduates after the completion of
the program.

History of the Alumni Association of
the Morris County Drug Court
(AAMCDC)

CHARLES JOHNSON, former Morris/
Sussex County Drug Court Coordinator,
is the founder and executive director of
the Alumni Association of the Morris
County Drug Court which has a 501(c)
(3) status and provides support to Morris
County Drug Court participants and
graduates.

“So, the Drug Court experience was
an important turning point in my recov-

opportunity to open Excel Treatment

ery life. Previously, I had been in and out

Center, an outpatient treatment center

of treatment centers since the age of 29,

that works closely with the community.

and although there was some success, I

This center is on the forefront of treat-

wasn’t able to achieve long-term sobriety

ment and has now included medication-

In 2008, a Morris County Drug Court

until I entered the Drug Court program.

assisted treatment (MAT) to help clients

participant, about to graduate, asked a

Drug Court provided the necessary

who need an alternative to the 12-step

very poignant question and made a very

accountability and treatment experience

approach.

frightened statement, “What happens

that I needed. After graduating Drug

“Both Excel Treatment Center and

after Drug Court? I feel like I’m going to

Court, I was honored to be able to be one

the Milestone House work with the resi-

fall off a cliff!” In response to the void

of the founding members of the AAM-

dents who have legal issues. Attorneys,

left by the absence of Drug Court super-

CDC along with Charles Johnson, my

courts and probation officers in New Jer-

vision, the Alumni Association of the

mentor. Early on, through an event host-

sey refer clients to us, where we provide

Morris County Drug Court (AAMCDC)

ed by the National Association of Drug

the extra support they need in recovery.

was founded, one of the first organiza-

Court professionals (NADCP), we were

tions of its kind in New Jersey. The

given the opportunity to visit Washing-

AAMCDC is a tax-exempt organization

ton, D.C., to lobby Congress for Drug

under 501(c) (3).

Court funding and to attend alumni

The AAMCDC was created to provide

workshops. Subsequently we became

solidarity and lifelong support of sub-

one of the first counties in New Jersey to

stance-free living for individuals in the

form an alumni association.

Drug Court program and for individuals

“The continuing support I received

who’ve completed the Drug Court pro-

from the alumni association has helped

gram. Its primary functions are: provide

me in remaining clean and sober,

continuing recovery support; educate

enabling me to start my own sober liv-

Drug Court participants and their loved

ing program called the Milestone House.

ones about the Drug Court process to

In operation for over 10 years now, with

help them successfully complete the

three houses that can hold up to 65 res-

program; function as a vehicle to gain

idents, Milestone House is certified by

increased community awareness and

the New Jersey Alliance of Recovery Res-

support; and inform AAMCDC members

idences (NJARR) and has a waiver from

and current Drug Court participants

the state of New Jersey to provide sober

about changes in substance use laws and

living services.

expungement procedures.
NJSBA.COM

About Alumni
Associations
The first Drug Court alumni
association was started in 1993
in the state of Nevada,1 according to the Administration of
the Courts (AOC). In New Jersey there are 21 counties with
Drug Courts.2 Ten of those
counties have alumni associations, and one county is in the
process of finalizing one. No
verifiable data exists on the
number of similar alumni associations within the U.S.

“About six years ago, I also had the
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“Our recovery community has really blossomed over the past two years
and for me it has all been about community and getting the support
from my peers in recovery.”—“John,” a 2006 Drug Court graduate and AAMCDC charter member

“Most recently, I’ve been able to open

alone. I took the advice given to me,

changes in my every day behaviors that

a new recovery coffeehouse called the

because I was ready to surrender to the

led me to where I am now. I was able to go

Good Bean that promotes recovery and

process, and it all worked. I completed

back to school and get my GED. I was able

serves great coffee to residents and the

Drug Court in 18 months, I did every-

to obtain a certification as a peer special-

community.

thing they told me to do, and I can say

ist. I started going to a 12-step fellowship

“Our recovery community has really

without a doubt Drug Court saved my

and formed a connection with a high

blossomed over the past two years and

life. I am currently a certified alcohol

power.

for me it has all been about community

and drug counselor (CADC), and I am

I regained many of my family. I con-

and getting the support from my peers

the liaison for Morris County Drug

nected with a great group of friends. An

in recovery. That is what I believe the

Court with Integrity House, truly a gift

amazing woman was placed in my life and

AAMCDC has also provided and contin-

from God, and I will continue to give

we married. Our daughter was born

ues to provide for Drug Court gradu-

back what was so freely given to me.

December 2018. We purchased a home in

ates—a community and a chance for

God willing, I will be celebrating 10

July 2019.

addicts to support each other. It says in

years clean in May 2020. Thank you,

one of the Drug Court literature pieces

Drug Court.”

Currently, I work as Certified Peer
Recovery Specialist at CARES Recovery

that the ‘therapeutic value of one addict

And Anthony Justo has also forged a

Center in Rockaway. I am the associate

helping another is without parallel.’ I

path to recovery that he attributes to his

director for the Morris County Drug Court

continue to support the AAMCDC!”

experience with the program.

Alumni Association. I have the opportunity

Another success story is that of Mary

on daily basis to help others to find recov-

(not her real name because she wants to

“Drug Court was an experience that

maintain her anonymity), who was sen-

served me unlike anything else that I have

Much of this would not have been pos-

tenced into Drug Court in 2012 and

ever undergone. At the age of 22, I had no

sible if it were not for the opportunity that

graduated in 2014. Mary was employed

concept of self-respect, integrity, or disci-

Drug Court afforded me. It started with

as a nurse in a cardiologist’s office prior

pline. Lacking in all of these it was impos-

the little stuff like calling in every night for

to her involvement with Drug Court.

sible to build any type of life for myself.

curfew that I was able to develop the dis-

She had surgery and became addicted to

Commencing my Drug Court sentence it

cipline, respect and integrity necessary to

opioid pain killers. Although not a

was explained to me that I would have a

build a worthwhile life. Some of the most

requirement while in the early phases of

curfew, that I would have would be

pivotal points of my life only happened

Drug Court, she regularly attended

responsible for bringing myself to the

because of Drug Court and I will forever

meetings and events of the AAMCDC.

court house two times per week. That I

be grateful.”

She has been the treasurer of the AAM-

would have to gain employment if I

CDC since graduating from Drug Court.

expected to move through the phases.

She has been an asset to the organiza-

That I would be required to acquire my

The AAMCDC complements and aids

tion, making a positive and long-lasting

GED. That there were many appointments

the Morris County Drug Court in many

contribution. Here are some of her

that I would have to keep such as IOP. All

positive and productive ways. There is

thoughts regarding Drug Court and the

of these were non-negotiable and failure

no right way to operate a Drug Court

AAMCDC:

to comply would lead to incarceration.

alumni group. A group’s characteristics

These all seemed very tedious and over-

will potentially depend upon the size,

whelming.

location and resources of the Drug

“I was scared to death when I was
sentenced to Drug Court. I had support

ery. I have found my purpose in life.

Functions

Court itself.

from my family, and from every person

I received a profuse amount of assis-

from Drug Court. That helped me

tance from people around me to keep me

The AAMCDC currently meets the

understand that I could not do this

in on track. This all facilitated a series of

third Wednesday of the month at 6 p.m.
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at the Administration and Records

ships with family and the community

who is involved in their recovery. The

Building, Room 526 (next to the Knox

are being restored.

goal of orientation is to educate the par-

Room), 5th floor, 10 Court Street in
Morristown, NJ.
Participant Handbook

Phase movements are not automatic.

ticipants and their families about Drug

Participants must apply to be considered

Court and to garner support for the par-

and the Drug Court team evaluates their

ticipants so they can succeed in the pro-

applications. Every participant receives a

gram. In addition, it helps increase

At present, the current Morris Coun-

copy of the handbook when they sign a

retention rates through strengthening

ty Drug Court Participant Handbook

probation participation agreement. The

the support network of the Drug Court

requires all phase four participants to

handbook is published by the Drug

participants.

attend one meeting per month as a part

Court team.

Orientation is also is a good opportu-

of their Drug Court obligation. Howev-

Members of the Drug Court team are

nity to educate people about all the

er, all participants, regardless of their

also invited to attend Alumni Associa-

available Drug Court approved sub-

phase in the program, are encouraged to

tion meetings. The Drug Court team

stance use disorder treatment services.

attend Alumni Association meetings.

provides supervision and treatment to

Drug Court treatment providers are

The Drug Court Participant Handbook

the people who have been sentenced to

invited to reserve tables and space at no

provides information on participant

Drug Court who have been charged

cost to distribute information and dis-

responsibilities, rules and treatment

with a nonviolent crime because of their

cuss the services that they provide. The

requirements. The handbook is a guide

substance use disorder. The Drug Court

format of the program is a panel discus-

that contains information they need to

team consists of the following staff:

sion. A complimentary dinner is provid-

successfully complete the program.

ed to all participants and their guests.

There are four phases to Drug Court.

• Drug Court judge

The first phase is the stabilization phase

• Drug Court prosecutor

in which participants are placed in treat-

• Drug Court public defender

ment according to an assessment com-

• Drug Court coordinator

Drug Court may be sanctioned by the

pleted by the substance abuse evaluator

• Drug Court team leader

judge to face an Accountability Panel

who determines the level of care needed

• Drug Court probation supervisor

comprised of Drug Court graduates. As

based upon the severity of their drug

• Drug Court probation officers

alumni of the same program, the panel

use. The second phase is the positive-

• Drug Court substance abuse evaluator

members are uniquely suited to support,

change phase in which participants

• Drug Court presentence report writer

encourage and inspire current Drug

begin to live out life as a sober individ-

• Drug Court clerk

Court participants, but also challenge

ual with the help of a sponsor, and selfhelp groups such as Alcoholics Anony-

Accountability Panel
Participants who are struggling in

and hold them accountable. One at a
Alumni association meetings are also

time, the sanctioned participants are

Anonymous.

attended by various law enforcement

called into the “hot seat” (across from

During this phase the participants apply

professionals, substance use disorder

the alumni panelists) to discuss their cur-

the principles and tools they learned

counselors, mental health counselors,

rent situation. The primary goal of the

during treatment.

community leaders and guest speakers.

panel is to improve the treatment out-

mous

and

Narcotics

The third phase is the relapse-preven-

Activities of the group include speaking

comes for current participants. A second-

tion phase where participants are

events at local schools and community

ary purpose of the panel is to begin to

expected to apply the tools of recovery

organizations, an accountability panel,

create an active network of Drug Court

such that they know how to prevent

volunteer community service projects,

alumni and to serve as a post-graduation

succumbing to triggers that can cause

social events such as picnics, an end-of-

support system for alumni by providing

them to relapse. Phase four is the com-

year holiday party, talent shows, and

a meaningful way for alumni to remain

mencement phase, which prepares them

any other activity deemed appropriate.

connected with the Drug Court program.

Orientation

Creative Positive Expression Program

for graduation from the program. Each
phase of the program is a progression
where participants spend less time being

The AAMCDC invites family, friends

Dr. Rebecca Conviser, a vetted Drug

supervised and achieve more independ-

and sponsors of Drug Court participants

Court volunteer, is the founder of the

ence and freedom as they learn to man-

to attend an orientation. Participant

Creative Positive Expression Program

age their lives in recovery. Restitution

involvement is mandatory, and each is

(CPEP) which includes the Art and Writ-

and fines are being paid and relation-

required to invite at least one person

ing Program, the literary and art maga-

NJSBA.COM
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zine, In Our Shoes, and the Jail Cell,

bar associations, municipalities, Rotary

Shoes magazine, mentioned above, are

which is a substance use prevention

Clubs, chambers of commerce, and

very positive expressions of recovery.

presentation. Dr. Rebecca (as she is

other civic organizations. Support from

These compositions help other people

known in Drug Court) earned her doc-

group members who come from these

in recovery and show the public that

torate at the Caspersen School of Gradu-

networks paves the way for speaking

people can and do recover from sub-

ate Studies at Drew University in 2006.

appearances from Drug Court partici-

stance use disorder and become very

As part of the CPEP, Drug Court par-

pants and graduates. The main goal is

valuable assets to society. This magazine

ticipants are assigned projects in creative

getting the word out to people who can

is also an aid to teaching substance use

writing, visual art, and public speaking.

play a significant role in supporting and

prevention.

The AAMCDC publishes the literary and

expanding Drug Courts.

art magazine, In Our Shoes, which is
devoted to the original writing and art-

Substance Use Prevention,
Support of Drug Court Social Events

Intervention and Treatment Day

work of Drug Court participants and

The AAMCDC also provides funding

The purpose of this event is to edu-

Drug Court alumni. This free publication

for Drug Court social events such as the

cate the community about substance

is distributed three times a year, at the

graduation, summer picnics and other

use prevention, intervention and treat-

spring and fall Drug Court graduations

holiday-focused events. Many of these

ment resources that are available in our

in Morris and Sussex counties and a spe-

events have remained in existence due

area to help participants, their family

cial holiday edition in November in both

to AAMCDC support.

members and friends. Substance use

counties. Participants can submit their
writing and/or art for publication in the
Drug Court alumni magazine under their
name or anonymously.

treatment providers are invited to
Annual Picnic

reserve complimentary tables and space

This event brings together family,

to distribute information and discuss

other supporters of the Drug Court and

the services that they provide. Treat-

Conviser has also written a textbook

Drug Court team members to share with

ment providers are given the opportuni-

for a one-day training session and

the participants a day of fun and social

ty to network and exchange knowledge

semester classes at County College of

activity. Activities include softball, food,

about resources. Speakers who are in

Morris that teaches volunteers how to

music, games and much more.

recovery share their personal experi-

conduct the Creative Positive Expression Program. The AAMCDC is responsi-

ences. The Jail Cell presentation, menHoliday Party

tioned earlier, is also given by current

ble for the publication of the textbook.

The AAMCDC hosts a holiday party

participants and graduates at this event.

All proceeds from sale of the textbook

for the Drug Court team members and

This substance use prevention presenta-

are donated to the AAMCDC.

Drug Court participants in December

tion is designed to be used by schools,

and provides food, beverages and cook-

community organizations, substance

ies. Toys donated by community part-

use treatment providers, faith-based

ners are distributed to the children of

congregations, corporations and more.

the participants.

For those who participate, there is train-

Solicitation of Community Partners
The needs of the Drug Court are special, in that they include not only indi-

ing and an instruction manual which

vidual support and performance incentives, but related items that have a

Education and Community Outreach

serious impact such as transportation,

Drug Court Film

provide support for effective delivery.

jobs and housing. While members of the

Thanks to the generosity of the

Judiciary are not permitted to solicit, the

Investor’s Bank Foundation, AAMCDC

alumni association can provide the vari-

produced a professional educational

Continued Support for Lifelong
Recovery Including Sober Social
Events

ous kinds of resources and services to

video about Drug Court. Through the

Community Service

the Drug Court participants that the

power of individual testimonies, the

The AAMCDC embodies an element

court is unable to provide. In addition to

video demonstrates Drug Court’s posi-

of the Drug Court program wherein its

donations and service opportunities, the

tive impact on participants, their fami-

members give back to the community.

AAMCDC brings connections into the

lies and society.

Community service is essential to ongoing recovery. People who learn how to

communities to help convey the message of the Drug Court philosophy. The

Art and Literary Magazine

give back to a community are more like-

AAMCDC does outreach to groups like

Sponsored by the AAMCDC, the out-

ly to have successful recoveries. Spon-

the Association of Police Chiefs, county

standing writing and art in the In Our

soring, leading support group meetings,
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speaking at substance use prevention

pleted the program prior to April 2016

who are exposed to and take advantage

programs in schools, on courthouse

before applying for expungement. It

of them. These programs enhance indi-

tours, at community centers, corpora-

included helping applicants obtain their

viduals’ self-esteem and improve their

tions, and other organizations are all

criminal case history (CCH). If they

communication skills in the workplace

volunteer activities that AAMCDC helps

came with all their paperwork and CCH,

and in everyday living. People have

Drug Court participants connect to. In

attorneys sat down and helped them

obtained job interviews and full-time

addition, helping Drug Court partici-

check eligibility and made sure their

gainful employment, sometimes for the

pants and alumni find sponsors is

forms were filled out correctly.

first time in their lives. Participants and

another avenue of support.
Financial Assistance

In April 2018, Tom Belsky, Morris

graduates also learn how to have fun

County Deputy Public Defender and

without using drugs or alcohol. Lives

Elizabeth Cervenak, Morris County

have been changed and saved because of

The AAMCDC provides ancillary

assistant Public Deputy Defender pre-

the programs. Each of their lives and

funding for eligible Drug Court partici-

sented on the status of Morris County

families has forever been changed

pants and graduates to pursue their edu-

Drug Court expungements, including

because of their Drug Court and alumni

cational, vocational, housing or person-

the process and eligibility of the gradu-

association involvement.

al goals. Graduates have been awarded

ates.

Future of the AAMCDC

$1,500 for emergency housing assistance and several participant’s families
were awarded $500 to assist with funeral
services.
Sober Social Events

Maintenance and Funding of the
AAMCDC

We continue to seek support opportunities and are currently seeking tal-

Attracting and maintaining new

ent and support of Drug Court gradu-

members is one of the most difficult

ates. The support will help us maintain

tasks of the AAMCDC. Strategies to

and increase the much-needed services

The talent show is an event which is

increase membership include conduct-

that we provide. We are also seeking

held at the Roxbury Performing Arts

ing surveys for topics of interest to pres-

grants, expertise and assistance to facil-

Center and brings together family and

ent at meetings and sending letters to

itate the development of a much-need-

other supporters of the Drug Court to

graduates as part of a membership drive.

ed AAMCDC Drop In Center. The center

share with the participants and gradu-

The proceeds from the sale of the

will offer resources and services that

ates an evening of free fun and social

textbook used to train volunteers for the

will provide a friendly environment for

activity. The AAMCDC recruits singers,

CPEP are donated to the AAMCDC. Pro-

people who are struggling with sub-

musicians, dancers, comics, acrobats,

ceeds from the sale of ads for In Our

stance use disorder. 

and more to participate in talent night.

Shoes are used to support the CPEP and
other alumni activities. The AAMCDC
does not charge for the Jail Cell sub-

Endnotes

In April 2016, a new expungement

stance use prevention program; however

1.

law went into effect in New Jersey. The

it does accept donations. There have

Maintenance of Drug Court Alumni

AAMCDC held several workshops in

been several generous donations from

Groups. OJP Drug Court Clearing-

conjunction with law firms in Morris

high schools. As a 501 (c) 3 organization

house and Technical Assistance

County to assist upcoming graduates in

the AAMCDC is also eligible to receive

Project. American University.

understanding and applying for the

monies through grants, but to date has

process.

not pursued this form of funding to a

Drug Court Expungement Support
3

In 2016, a free presentation by Larry

March 2002.
2.

Administration of the Courts
(AOC), State of New Jersey. Memo

significant extent.

Bembry, director of the New Jersey
Office of the Public Defender’s Statewide

Good Beginnings: Development and

to File. June 2019.

Conclusion

3.

AOC-Directive #02-16 Protocol for

Drug Court Unit was held about the

Alumni associations help participants

legal process through which an arrest

and graduates meet the many chal-

(N.J.S.A. 2C:35-14(M) and expunge-

record or conviction may be erased.

lenges that they face as ex-offenders suf-

ments of arrests not resulting in

fering from substance use disorder.

conviction (N.J.S.A. (2C:52-6). May

In 2017, Joseph S. Scura and John P.
Graves conducted an expungement

Since its inception, the AAMCDC has

workshop. The workshop provided free

developed several beneficial programs.

assistance to graduates who had com-

The programs are valuable to the people

NJSBA.COM
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Drug Court
A prosecutor’s perspective

by Fredric M. Knapp and
Joseph M. Napurano

I

t is now well reported that our nation is in the throes of a drug overdose epidemic. Unfortunately, New Jersey is not exempt. This is an epidemic that
perhaps can better be described, and more accurately labeled, as a plague.
Death rates due to drug overdoses have increased over the last few years to
rampant proportions. We know that opiates, including heroin and fentanyl,
a synthetic opioid that is 50 times more potent than morphine, are the lead-

ing contributors to these drug overdose deaths. Regrettably, we are in an era in
which every community is affected by these illegal, and highly addictive drugs.
While opiates have the dubious distinction of being the deadliest form of controlled
dangerous substances, as prosecutors, we are also aware of the dangers and impact
on our communities by other commonly used illegal drugs including cocaine, prescription legend drugs, synthetic cannabinoids, LSD, and synthetic cathinones.
As prosecutors, we also see the use of these controlled dangerous substances

FREDERIC M. KNAPP is the Morris
County Prosecutor.

destroying families, negatively affecting employers and contributing to property
and violent crimes in our neighborhoods. We also know that addiction does not discriminate. It gets a grip on families from all socioeconomic backgrounds. Simply
stated, illegal drug use is a scourge on our society.
It is clear to any citizen standing in a busy criminal courtroom, observing a calendar call or sentencing day, that illegal drug use is a major contributor to crime in every
community. Illicit drug use and the onset of addiction and dependence drives individuals, often good people, to make terrible decisions. Illicit drug use leads to people
doing terrible things, that prior to their substance abuse disorder, they never would

JOSEPH M. NAPURANO is the Morris
County Supervising Assistant Prosecutor.

have dreamed of doing. An observer in a criminal courtroom will witness ordinary
people, deep in the depths of addiction who have robbed, stolen and committed violent acts. But for their drug abuse, their criminal acts would likely not have occurred.
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As prosecutors, our goal is always to

programs like Drug Court to meet these

subject to a possible mandatory Drug

do justice. With that goal as the founda-

goals; a program that aims to divert

Court sentence. Under this recent legis-

tion of any decision we make, we also

drug-addicted non-violent offenders

lation, offenders who fall under this cat-

must constantly strive to reduce crime in

into treatment rather than prison.

egory may be sentenced to the Drug

the communities we serve, and to protect

It is critical to understand that this

Court program as part of their special

the lives of all those in danger. Prison

does not mean prison, or other forms of

probation sentence even if they have

may act as a deterrent to keep dangerous

traditional punishment and deterrence

not applied for admission.

individuals out of our communities. In

should be abandoned for all defen-

many instances, this is the only just con-

dants. For example, career drug dealers

clusion in a criminal case. Dealing with

or other violent offenders should not

In New Jersey, prosecutors are under

drug addiction and its associated crimes,

receive a Drug Court sentence as an

direction to divert non-violent drug

however, requires prosecutors to take an

escape valve from incarceration. Drug

addicted

entirely different approach to be effective

Court is a tool reserved exclusively to

rather than to warehouse them in pris-

to make a real impact and one that

divert drug-dependent individuals, who

ons and jails. This can pose a challenge,

reduces recidivism and removes the

fit certain eligibility requirements, dis-

as prosecutors must balance this direc-

proverbial revolving doors at the fronts

cussed below, into intense treatment,

tion with their primary objective of

of our jails and prisons.

The Prosecutor’s Role

offenders

into

treatment,

including medically assisted therapy.

ensuring that justice is done for all

Accepting the premise that “addiction

Drug Court provides prosecutors with

involved, including victims. The role of

is a disease of the brain” is a condition

the option to employ a dynamic strate-

prosecutors is integral to the County

precedent to developing an appropriate

gy to reduce crime in our communities

Drug Court program as they bear the

and effective strategy to reduce crime

to save lives. Its purpose is to convert

responsibility of making the state’s rec-

that is associated with illegal drug use. A

drug-dependent members of our com-

ommendation to admit a defendant or

prosecutor is by no means qualified to

munity, after intensive treatment, into

to a take a position to deny participa-

provide medical advice or to act as a

law-abiding contributors to our society.

tion. This requires prosecutors to con-

medical expert; however, we are required

In essence, Drug Court’s charter is to

duct several important assessments in

to understand addiction as a disease.

break the cycle of addiction.

the early stages of a criminal case.

Prosecutors must understand this con-

The mission of Drug Court is to assist

The prosecutor’s initial assessment of

cept, and be guided by the experts in the

defendants in overcoming substance

a criminal defendant for potential par-

field of addiction science who have

abuse

simultaneously

ticipation in the Drug Court program

shown addiction to be a disease; for this

resolving related criminal charges. The

starts as early in the process as possible.

allows us to more effectively do our tra-

program exists in some form in all 50

This is at the direction of the Office of

ditional job. It is with this backdrop that

states as well as in most U.S. territories.

the Attorney General. Typically, a prose-

the criminal justice system, in its tradi-

In New Jersey, Drug Court began in 1996

cutor will review a defendant’s current

tional sense, is ill equipped to deal with

with programs in two of the busiest vic-

criminal case file, inclusive of their

disease. Since crime is often a byproduct

inages in the state. By 2004, a Drug

entire criminal history, within just a few

of addiction, we must be creative and

Court program was established in every

days of an arrest. If the facts of the cur-

employ different strategies to ensure a

vicinage across the state. Each vicinage

rent case are indicative of drug use or a

just end. Thankfully, we have Drug

receives its funding from the New Jersey

defendant’s

Court to take the lead.

issues

while

prior

criminal

history

Administrative Office of the Courts. This

reflects arrests and convictions for pos-

Drug Court provides a criminal jus-

funding comes from state, federal and

session of a controlled dangerous sub-

tice strategy based on an approach in

private grants specifically designed to

stance, or other crimes typically associ-

which we treat the addiction as a dis-

combat drug addiction.

ated with drug use, a prosecutor will

ease. Proceeding from this foundation,

In order for a defendant to be eligible

identify the defendant as a “drug-addict-

prosecutors are able to divert eligible

to participate in the New Jersey Drug

ed offender.” The prosecutor must then

defendants into a comprehensive pro-

Court Program, they must be charged

advise the court of this finding at the

gram in which we can hopefully break

with an indictable crime and meet both

earliest opportunity.

the cycle of addiction and, therefore,

the clinical and legal requirements of

Prior to the defendant appearing at a

obtain our objective of reducing crime

the law. Those who are facing mandato-

pre-indictment conference before a

and saving lives. In one word: justice.

ry periods of imprisonment or who have

Superior Court judge, a prosecutor’s sec-

Fortunately, the state of New Jersey has

served a prison sentence in the past are

ond assessment of the defendant’s case
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will focus on legal eligibility and poten-

trial court for prosecution. This does not

chances and receive a state prison sen-

tial mandatory participation. At this

foreclose the potential for the defen-

tence upon termination from the Drug

juncture, the prosecutor will examine

dant’s participation in the Drug Court

Court program.

the charges the defendant currently

program, but instead requires the sen-

While the assigned probation officer

faces along with all prior criminal con-

tencing judge to make the determina-

will have the closest relationship with a

victions, with a special emphasis on

tion after trial or guilty plea. At the time

participant, it is incumbent upon the

those that resulted in state prison sen-

of sentencing, the prosecutor will again

Drug Court prosecutor to have compre-

tences. If a prosecutor believes that a

put the state’s position on the record

hensive knowledge of the participant’s

particular defendant is an appropriate

regarding the defendant being a danger

full body of work while in the program.

candidate for Drug Court and has no

to the community if applicable. A sen-

This information is important for the

statutory bars, the initial plea offer will

tencing judge’s decision to admit a

prosecutor as they will be making rec-

oftentimes include a recommendation

defendant into the Drug Court program,

ommendations to the court should it

of admission into the program in lieu of

despite the state’s position objecting to

be necessary to determine the penalty

a custodial sentence.

admission, is not appealable.

for a sanction or violation of special

When a defendant applies for admis-

Whenever the prosecutor is consent-

sion into the Drug Court program, the

ing to a defendant gaining admission

Ultimately, a participant’s association

process requires a presentation to the

into the Drug Court program, the goal is

with the Drug Court program and with

Drug Court team by both the prosecutor

to resolve the case as quickly as possible

the prosecutor will end. In the best-case

and defense attorney. This presentation

so that participation and treatment can

scenario, the participant successfully

is made up of the facts of the case as

begin. Defendants will often plead

graduates from the Drug Court program

alleged by the state, as well as the state’s

guilty within days, or even hours, of the

with the ability to have their entire

assessment of the defendant’s overall

presentation to the Drug Court team

criminal history expunged. In that

application that includes, but is not lim-

when there is an agreement that the

instance, the prosecutor will assist in the

ited to, prior criminal history, propensity

criminal case should resolve through a

labor-intensive process of ensuring that

toward violence, and prior convictions

Drug Court disposition.

the participant is eligible for a full

probation.

for weapons offenses and drug distribu-

Following a Drug Court sentence,

expungement and facilitating the order

tion. Before this presentation can take

the role of the prosecutor does not end

that removes the criminal history from

place, a substance abuse evaluator must

at the judgment of conviction. In some

statewide records.

meet with the defendant to determine

respects, it is just beginning. In the

One of the most successful partici-

clinical eligibility and formulate a pro-

early phases of a participant’s Drug

pants in the history of the Morris Coun-

posed treatment plan. This recommen-

Court special probation term, the pro-

ty Drug Court not only completed the

dation is also part of the presentation.

bationer frequently reports to probation

program, but also moved on to a career

A prosecutor must also make an

and to the Drug Court judge. The pros-

as a drug and alcohol counselor for a

important decision as to whether the

ecutor assigned to the Drug Court func-

local treatment provider. This former

defendant poses a threat to the commu-

tion will get to know the participants

participant was so dedicated to her own

nity. Unlike other criteria for determin-

and will gain extensive knowledge of

recovery, as well as the recovery of oth-

ing eligibility, this is subjective. Often-

their successes and setbacks while in the

ers, that she is now part of the Morris

times a prosecutor will rely upon the

program. Specifically, the prosecutor

County Drug Court team. Having been a

facts alleged in the pending criminal

will know if the participants are doing

drug-dependent offender, Drug Court

case. In other instances a prosecutor will

well by quickly moving through phases

participant and now a counselor, she

rely upon the defendant’s prior criminal

one through three of the program.

provides an invaluable perspective when

history that may show violent tenden-

These phases show the progression of a

the team assesses an applicant for

cies, drug dealing for profit or anything

participant, allowing for less supervi-

admission to the program.

else that suggests the defendant poses a

sion at each level. A prosecutor will be

While it would be ideal for every par-

potential risk of danger to the public, a

made aware by probation if participants

ticipant to successfully graduate the

victim, other program participants or a

are testing positive for controlled dan-

Drug Court program, it would be irre-

treatment provider.

gerous substances or receiving sanctions

sponsible to ignore the worst-case sce-

When the state takes the position

for their conduct. Unfortunately, the

nario that is just a harsh reality. At one

that the defendant is a danger to the

prosecutor will likely be most familiar

of the recent Drug Court graduation cer-

community, the matter returns to the

with participants who exhaust all

emonies, a probation officer took the
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Drug Court should not be viewed as a last stop before prison, but instead
should be considered a resolution that is in the best interest of the
defendant due to the opportunity for sobriety and for possible
expungement of an entire criminal record.

stage to call the names of those he

have their criminal record expunged

in this setting alongside those who are

supervised during their time in the pro-

upon their graduation.

in the early stages of recovery.

gram. Before doing so, the probation

While the statewide Drug Court pro-

A frustrating part of a prosecutor’s job

officer was quick to note that there was

gram has grown and evolved over the

is watching a drug-addicted offender

a participant not in attendance that day

years, one observation from a prosecu-

who has not yet hit bottom trying to

because of a recent fatal overdose. It was

tor’s perspective is the consistent misuse

avoid Drug Court at all costs. It is dou-

a sobering reminder that those who bat-

and abuse of the program. This often

bly as frustrating to watch that spot in

tle addiction will sometimes lose the

comes in the form of an offender who is

the program be occupied by an offender

fight. When this occurs, all members of

legally eligible to participate in the pro-

feigning addiction to avoid a deserved

the Drug Court team, including the

gram and is charged with a crime that

prison sentence.

prosecutor, question what could have

carries a presumption of imprisonment.

been done differently.

This particular offender, however, is not

Conclusion

While the latter of these two scenarios

one who suffers from a substance abuse

When utilized appropriately, the

is always a possibility, the former is what

disorder. In most cases, these are for-

statewide Drug Court program benefits

the prosecutor should seek when recom-

profit drug dealers and offenders driven

not just drug-addicted offenders, but

mending the Drug Court program as part

by greed rather than by a compulsive

also society and the criminal justice sys-

of a sentence. Neither the prosecutor nor

need to fuel an addiction. These offend-

tem as a whole.

a defense attorney should view a Drug

ers are using the program to do one

Court recommendation as a severe pun-

thing: avoid going to prison.

No longer are all drug-addicted
offenders sent to jails and prisons, just

ishment, but instead as a means to save

For the offender who feigns addic-

to later be released to continue the cycle

a drug-addicted offender from further

tion, the program is easy to navigate. He

of addiction. Instead, those who qualify

self-destructive behavior. Drug Court

does not have to worry about relapses,

receive treatment monitored by a group

should not be viewed as a last stop before

positive drug tests nor the everyday

of professionals who are striving for

prison, but instead should be considered

pains of addiction. Instead, he is taking

their

a resolution that is in the best interest of

advantage of a system that has vowed

through empowerment puts these par-

the defendant due to the opportunity for

not to warehouse those suffering from

ticipants to work and mandates that

sobriety and for possible expungement

substance

they take responsibility for their actions

of an entire criminal record. Successful

offender must do to satisfy his clinical

abuse

disorder.

All

this

success.

Providing

treatment

and for themselves.

completion can truly provide someone

eligibility is falsely self-report prior drug

Finally, Drug Court resolutions expe-

with a fresh start in his or her life.

use when speaking with the substance

dite the type of cases that previously

abuse evaluator.

congested the criminal court calendars

Misuse of Drug Court

Abuse of the Drug Court program

with motions and trials.

In the past, criminal defense attor-

does nothing more than diminish its

While the program is far from perfect,

neys and defendants often viewed the

overall progress. Offenders who attempt

its recent reforms have put it on a course

Drug Court Program as a last chance to

to take improper advantage of the pro-

for its greatest chance of success to date.

avoid prison. With recent Drug Court

gram are draining already limited

It is incumbent upon judges, defense

reforms, the program has taken on a dif-

resources needed to combat the public

attorneys and prosecutors to protect the

ferent identity. Those who were previ-

health crisis plaguing our state. More-

integrity of the program by not losing

ously ineligible to participate can now

over, it is dangerous to have some of

sight of its mission and purpose. 

not only do so, but may be eligible to

these convicted for-profit drug dealers
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